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The announcement this week by the Illinois Central that it is contemplating construction of a massive classification yard on
the outskirts of Fulton should indeed be
music to the ears of Fulton and its immedi4te area.
Not only for the fact that up to $20 million dollars could conceivably be spent in
constructing the facility, nor that it may contain as many as 72 tracks, have an 8,000-car
capacity, nor that it would be some five
miles long, but that it would once and for all
establish Fulton as probably "THE" key
point on the whole North-South Illinois Central system after it accomplishes its hopedfor-soon merger with the GM&O.
Such a facility could bring hundreds of
families here working in related traffic jobs
and offices and maintenance facilities that
the projected yard would inevitably attract.
We have heard the projected yard belittled by some railroaders insofar as providing more work here for more families."Why,
three or four men sit there and push the buttons, and that's all there is to it", one man
volunteered.
"Not so", a person in some authority
told us last week.'Not so at all". Handling
this many cars on a round-the-clock operation will involve many, many additional
personnel in all levels including new offices
utilizing electronic machines and such. Without betraying any confidential matters, he
indicated that the magnitude of the undertaking is potentially gigantic beyond belief.
The least that any of us can do is to express our desire to the IC to help them in any
way we can to bring this project to a reality.
We get the distinct impression, at times,
that the IC isn't always sure that some Fultonians are extending them a hand of friendship, such as threatening train crews with
fines if they should block crossings, etc.
For a twenty-million-dollar rail classification center we should put fire stations all
over town, if it takes that to show them that
we want them to grow, and we want to grow
with them.
If you didn't know that the energetic
Jaycees tackle a lot of good community projects during the year, here's an eyeopener
for you. Last year their hard-working External Vice-President Tommy Perry reported
18 projects, including the following: a TV
raffle, two car washes, fishing rodeo, safety
flare sale, new sidewalk trash receptacles,
turkey shoot, Halloween candy sale, Donkey
ballgame, Junior Miss pageant, Americanism essay contest in the schools, Christmastime projects that included erection of the
community tree, Christmas lights and baskets for the needy, and Banana Festival projects that included handling the giant barbecue, staging the "Battle of the Bands" and
erection of the stage.
This fine, energetic group of young men
are one of the community's greatest assets.
Our congratulations to outgoing President
Ron Laird and his Club for a fine year.
Some 23 years ago almost to the exact
date, Jo and I made our first business trip to
Fulton, looked the community over, looked
the Fulton County News plant over, and
signed papers to buy the paper from Paul
Bushart. From that day to this, it has always
remained a baffling curiosity to us as to why
the GM&O Railroad tracks should serve as a
sort of invisible wall in the politics, thinking
(Continued On Page Six)
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117-Year-Old School "Daybook" Is An
Interesting Possession Of K. M. Winston

Thursday, April 2, 1970

News Owners
Add "Courier"
At Hickman

22 PAGES
loc
Number 14

IC May Build Huge Freight
Classification Yard Here

School sure has changed a soon as we can, after we draw
lot in the past 117 years, ac- from the commissioner of comcord'ng to an old " day book" mon schools for the year 1853.
in the possession of K. M. This the 25th July 1853. WilWinston, principal of South liam Howard, J. G. Gates: Mr. and Mrs. Paul WestphelThe Illinois Central Railroad this week an- Representatives said the a
ins, editors and publishers of
Fulton Elementary.
Francis Roberts, Henry Blay- the Fulton
nounced it is considering the location of a mas- nouncement is actually heir
News,
announced
Articles of agreement made lock."
made prematurely because',
and entered unto William How- "Now 1853. Reed of the last Saturday afternoon the sive 8,000-car classification yard in Obion County certain information leaks whh
rchase of the Hickman Cour- and began
ard School of the one part and above seventeen dollars. Wilon
Tuesday obtaining options for the have occurred over the pa
r from Ro and Lee Gardner.
the Trustees of School District liam Howard. February the
purchase of the necessary land.
few months.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner have
42 of the other part witnessed 24th, Reed forty three dollars
While railroaders in Fulton were the first to For this reason, they said
that "the said Howard doeth in full of the obligation. Wil- Operated the Fulton countythey could not give fall
eat newspaper for the past admit that all plans are tentative at
agree to teach a common liam Howard."
this time, mation on the proposed inforyard.
school in the said District for
Page two carried the rules: bcteen years of its 111-year they did say that if initial plans are finalized, the its actual size, employ-menr,
the term of three ,months and "Rules of School, District No. existence. Gardner, who indi- yard could
be
cost
or
the
even
second
its certainty.
largest in the IC system.
cated that his newspaper was
that said school shall he finish- 42, for the year 1853."
Only the Markham yard at Chicago, Ill., However, an 8,000-car yard
ed by the 10th of November
"1st. Cleanliness must be ob- being heavily boycotted by adcould
contain
as many as, 72
next and further that he will served especially as in regard vertisers because of his defense with its capacity of 9,000 cars, would be larger
tracks in its classification secof a civil rights issue, stated
keep a just and fair day book hands, faces, books, clothes.
than
the
proposed yard.
tion and could coot as much as
by which the Trustees may re2nd. Morral order must be that he could no longer endure
The facility, which would require 535 acres $18 to $20 million.
port. And we the Trustees observed will not admit of any the economic reprisals.
Such a yard could require as
Mr. and Mrs. Westpheling, and would be five miles long, would be located
agree to pay said Howard six- profain or vulgar launguage
much as three years to conactive in civic and business one-half mile south of the state line
ty dollars for said services as
(Continued on Pao, ...'x'
at
struct but no starting date has
South
Fulcircles in Fulton, will continue ton to
Harris Station, near the railroad's main been set.
to maintain the Courier newsAccording to the IC represengaper plant in Hickman. The line.
tatives, the railroad for mans'
Courier is a tabloid-size weekyears has been considering thf,
ly paper printed in its own
construction of a major yard
plant by the offset process.
in the Northwest Tennessee
turchase of the Courier will in
area.
no way affect the operation of
Mr. Sykes described this area
the Fulton newspaper.
of the IC system as the neck
The new owners assumed
District Manager Miss Anita Census Bureau, which will, in
of a funnel through which all
Brown reports good progress in turn, speed up the processing Seneral operation of the Cournorthbound and southbound
ier Monday morning under the
this area of the 1970 Census of the information.
traffic must travel.
of Population and Housing.
At every fifth household, the personal direction of Mrs.
He said land acquisition and
WIleeewle
Census takers started the census taker asks additional Westpheling as its new editor.
the future availability of capihouse-to-house canvass April 1 questions covering population She stated that it would be the
tal improvement funds are two
to pick up the filled-out ques- and housing characteristics goal of the new owners to pubof the main factors upon which
tionnaires distributed earlier by which are being asked of a 20 lish a newspaper compatible
ALM
the building of such a new fa.
the Pest Office.
percent sample of- the popula- With the interests of the Courcility depends.
ier subscribers and the corn_
The District Manager point- tion.
If built, the new facility is
ed out that residents can speed
The District Manager em- !lenity.
planned to be an electronic,
up the big count by having phasized that all information
111E 111111010
push-button gravity classifitheir questionnaires filled out about individuals and their
cation yard with more than 10
and ready for the census tak- homes furnished to the Census
times the capacity of the presers. This action will save time Bureau is held in absolute conent yard at Fulton, a 750-car
Wan
for both the householder and fidence under Federal law. It is
yard.
the census taker, the District used only to provide summary
In full operation, the IC's
Manager said.
figures such as totals, avernew mid-system yard would
51
Answers should be made in ages, and percentages. The inconsist of a muntiple-track repencil so that if a mistake is formation about individuals
ceiving and departure yard ars;
made, it can be erased. Most cannot be examined by any one
4,..watty
a large classification yard
answers are to be made by other than census employees 'A new course in the automoThe facility would classify and
blacking in a tiny circle beside who are sworn to secrecy, and bile mechanics series being ofento
,
'
group freight cars in trains
the right answer. This makes thus cannot be used for investi- fered at the Taylor Chevroletmoving to and from all point.
a black dot which can be read gation, taxation, or regulation. Buick Company in Fulton will
in
the IC system.
start Monday, April 6, 1970 at
by an electronic device at the
Mechanical
facilities
for
6:30 p. on. The co-sponsors of
0.1...106astaa
servicing locomotives and for
this series, along with the TayQuu01011,4.1
inspection and light repairs of
lor Company, are the Paducah
freight cars also would be
Tilghman
Area
Vocational
available at the new Tennessee
School. The Twin Cities Bioperation.
Racial Committee, and The
According to Mr. Sykes, ths
The South Fulton High School Mississippi River Office of FULTON IS THE
CENTRALLY-LOCATED FUNNEL point for general lay-out of such a yard
will hold its All Sports banquet Economic Opportunity office.
The new 20-hour course in all north-south rail traffic on the Illinois Central now, and will would include a receiving yari'
in the school cafeteria at 7
consisting of from three to is
p. m., Monday, April 6. The Automotive Electrical System maintain that distinction even after the proposed "Illinois
Con- tracks about a mile-and-a -hall
The Ingersoll-Rand Co., of menu will consist of country will be taught by Gardner
fraal Gulf" is formed. This could be an important factor
long.
in
New York City, announced this ham and fried chicken, with ill Whitlock, Service Manager at
From this point, he said, the
week plans to build a new the trimmings.
the Taylor Company, and the locating a massive freight classification yard here.
(Continued on Page Six)
manufacturing facility at MayBill Ferguson, head football registration fee is $5.00.
field, (Graves County, Ken- coach at Murray State UniverThe class is open to all resitucky.)
dents of the area, and those insity, will be the speaker.
The announcement was made
terested may sign up at the
by L. M. Krouse, vice-presifirst meeting. Anyone having
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
dent of Ingersoll-Rand, at a
questions may call 472-1962 in
Robert Vanderford and Rev. Fulton.
news conference with Gov.
Bill Smalling have been apLouie B. Nunn in Frankfort.
The Fulton City High School
The new plant manufacture pointed by the South Fulton
talent show will be held toFUNERAL DIRECTOR
industrial air compressons, one City Commission as members
Robert Vanderford. son of morrow (Friday) night in the
of the major product lines of of the recently organized recthe late H. B. Vanderford of Carr Gym at seven o'clock.
the company. The Mayfield fa- reational committee.
South Fulton, was notified this
This annual event iss-sponcility will bring the number of
week that he had passed the sored by the Home Economics
Ingersoll-Rand's manufacturREVIVAL
BEGINS
examination
Tennessee
the
of
Department
and is directed by
ing plants to 61. The company,
A "Strength for Living" cru- Funeral Service Examining Mrs. Mary DeMyer.
a world-wide supplier of masade at South Fulton Baptist Board.
Tickets are now on sale at
chinery,, equipment and tools,
Church will' begin April 5
the High School or from memhad sales of over $70) million
bers of the Home Economics
in 1969. Total employment ex- through the 12th with Rev. Bill,
X-RAY UNIT HERE
Thomas of Texas as the speakDepartment. The public is
ceeds 33,000 people throughout
The mobile X-ray unit, do- urged
er and Raymond Richerson of
to attend.
the United States, Canada,
Jackson, Tenn., as the song nated by the Kentucky Elks
South America, and in all free
Assocaition, will be at the Fulleader.
countries of the world.
ton Health Department on
BIG SUCCESS
Krouse said construction will
April 8 from 10-12 a. m. and
The first annual "Pop and
begin in the near future, and
NEW INNKEEPER
from 1 to 3 p. m. Anyone need- Rock" festival, sponsored by
that he expects the Mayfield
Chad Haywood, native Ken- ing the routine chest X-ray or the Fulton Band Parents Club,
facility to begin operation in tuckian and a veteran hotel an X-ray for any health card played before
over 700 youngthe summer of 1971.
operator, has been named the should take advantage of this sters last Friday evening at FULTON JAYCEE OFFICERS FOR 1970, installed at last
Initially, the Mayfield plant new Innkeeper at Fulton's service on this date, as another
the FHS gym and netted the F day's banquet, include the following (from left): Jimmy
will employ about 300.
Holiday Inn.
(late is not scheduled very soon. Club over $800.
Steele, Tommy Perry, Jerry Johnson, Bobby Powell, Barry
Bondurant, Gary Hollingsworth, Paul McClay and Leroy Saw,
Ser•
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Get Your Questionnaire
Ready For Census Taker

Auto Course
,Opens April 6
IA!Taylor's

New Plant
Will Build
In Mayfield

WINS CEITRILL Gill

0

All-Sports Banquet
At South Fulton

Annual Talent Show
Is Tomorrow Nile

New Jaycee Officers For '70

Jaycees Mark Another Milestone Year At Annual Awards Ban

"EXHAUSTED ROOSTERS": Fermat Jaycees who
have readied the age limit for membership included
Moog; Won left): Harold Henderson, C•cif Wade, Jim
Butts, EMI Bennett and Bitty Johnson.

BOB COBB, Louisville, State Internal
Vice President of the Jaycees, discusses
e few matters with Rand* Jeffrms and
Paul McClay.

AFT R DINNER CHAT: Danny Woodall, Area Jaye.** vle•BOSS OF THE YEAR: Charles Reams
President from Marion, Ky., President Tommy Perry and receives plaque from Bill Bemett after
Waymon Smith diecuss a matter or two following Jaycee being named "Outstanding Boss" of a
dhow meeting.

Jaycee for the last year.

OUTSTANDING JAYCEE: Tommy Scearai
receives plaque from Jim Butts after being
named outstanding Jaycee for the past year.

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
65th Wedding
Anniversary
Is Sunday

Art Class For
Youngsters
Begins April 4
The first session of Art classes for children during the
month of April and sponsored-1w the South-Fulton • Fulton
Art Guild will be hekl next
Saturday morning, April 4th,
from nine to eleven at the Woman's Club. Children from
eight to ten years of age are
eligible to attend.
The classes will be taught
by Miss Jacqueline Werner and
Miss Julie Studer, art students
of Richard Jackson of Murray
State University. The four sesEstelle and Ancil Jordan
sions will be under the direelion of Mrs. Ward Busher!, II
and Mrs. Phillip Andrews.
Members of the Art Guild who
will assist on successive Satare Mrs. Hendon
airdeys
Wright, Mrs. J. R. Green, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ancil ("Pop") this area, is a native of Obion
Smith Atkins. Mrs. Clarence
of McConnell will ob- County. Mrs. Jordan, the forJordan
Reed, Mrs. Jack Allen, Mrs.
fiftieth wedding mer Estelle Simmons, daughter
their
serve
Wilmon Boyd, Mrs. Mary
anniversary this Friday at of the late "Mr. and Mrs. AnBennett.
Joe
Mrs.
and
Butler,
home. "No open house drew Simmons, is a native of
Parents of children wishing their
anything like that is plan- Weakley County. They were
to attend the classes are asked or
ned," they told a News report- married in Union City on April
to call Mrs. Hendon Wright,
because their close rela- 3, 1920 and have lived in Obion
telephone 472-1996, before Fri- er,
are either deceased or and Weakley Counties all of
tives
day. April 3rd. Children are
their lives,
living far away.
are
asked to bring one cheap large
The News joins all of their
Their only child, Chester Hol- friends in extending. to them
artist's paint brush and one
package of van -colored con- lis Jardan, lives in Holbrook, best wishes for many more
struction paper. All other ma- Arizona.
years of good health and hap•
terials will be furnished by the
"Pop" as he known around piness.
Art Guild. Children attending
are asked to wear old clothes.

The Jordans Will Observe Their
Fiftieth Wedding Anniversary

The
Yea]

A well known Fulton couple,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Lawrence.
will observe their sixty-fifth
wedding anniversary on Sunday, April 5 at their home, 525
Maple Avenue.
They invite all their friends
Delegates, Louella Gail Puckett, left. and Janet Wilafid relatives to an open house Girls State
from two to five o'clock and Hamelin, center; alternate, Becky Smith, right.
request that no gifts be
brought.
Hosts for the open house will
be the couple's three children,
Mrs. William R. Egbert of Mohawk, N. Y., J. T. Lawrence of
North Ridge, California, and
Miss Alliene Lawrence of Fulton.

Miss America
Competition At
UT, Martin
The eleventh annual Miss
UTM pageant will be held in
the fieldhouse at the University of Tennessee at Martin on
the evenings of April 3 and 4
at 7:30.
Twenty-nine beautiful and talented contestants from this
general area will be vying for
the title in this preliminary
Mias America pageant. The
winner will represent UTM at
the Miss Tennessee pageant in
Jackson this summer.

Delegates To
Class For
Reading Blue Girls State
Prints Planned Are Chosen

At a recent faculty meeting
Five classes will be offered at Fulton City 'High School, the
VocaArea
Tilghman
by the
following girls were chosen as
tional School at the Fulton delegates to Girls Stake, which
County High School in Hick- will be held at Transylvania
man, Kentucky. A "Blue Print College, Lexington, Ky., during
Reading" class and a class in the summer:
Electronics will open Monday,
Miss Louella Gail Puckett,
March 9, from 7 p. m. to 9:30, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Moneach
continue
p. m. and
James H. Puckett, and Miss
day and Wednesday nights. Janet Williamson, daughter of
Each class will be for 20 hours Mrs. E. E. Williamson.
and the cost %Otte 85.00 each.
The alternate delegate is
A Small Engine Service and Miss Becky Smith, daughter of
Repair Class of 20 hours will Mr. and Mrs. Francis (Wick)
be held Thursday, March 12, Smith.
These girls are sponsored to
from 7 p. m. to 9:30 p. m. and
will continue each Thursday Girls State by the Auxiliary of
night. The entire cost of this Marshall Alexander Post No.
72 of the American Legion.
course will be $5.00.
Their selection is based on
A course in Welding for 32 leadership, character, honesty,
will begin Tuesday, cooperativeness, courage and
hours
March 10, from 7 p. m. to 10:00 scholarship. She must be in her
p. m. and will be held every Junior or third year of a SenTuesday and Thursday night. ior High School.
The tuition will be $32.00. Also
an auto tune-up class of 20
BARBECUE APRIL 17
hours will be offered on TuesThe South Fukon Methodist
day and Thursday nights, beChurch will sponsor a barbeginning March 10.
cue on Friday night April 17 in
These courses are designed the South Fulton school cafefor people who wish to up- teria. The public is invited;
grade themselves in these tickets are $1.50 and 75c.
fields.
SPRING PRACTICE
Persons interested in enrolling in these classes should con- Spring football practice at
tact Mr. J. C. McClellan at the UTM will begin April 7, head
Fulton County School Superin- coach Robert Carroll announctendent's Office, Phone 236-2426 ed this week, with 28 lettermen
returning.
or at his home, 336-2368.

BRAINS AND BEAUTY — Murray State University coed Linda
Reynolds, who won the ton award for her presentation at a
statewide meeting of student affiliates of the American Chemical Society in Louisville, is shown working at a Beckman IR infrared spectophotometer—an instrument to identify organic
Dick Hawley, of WMC-TV
Linda Reynolds of Owens- sociation meeting in Montreal
compounds which she used in developing her project. A sophoboro, a sophomore at Murray last spring to exhibit her pro- at Memphis, will again emcee
more chemistry major from Owensboro; Miss Reynolds won a
the pageant.
State University, has won the ject.
$SO first prize in competition with about 20 other undergraduate
top award for her presentation
She has continued her interTickets will be $2.00 for each
Mrs.
C.
Marie
Humphries,
stuof
meeting
at a' statewide
est in the project as a student performance or $3.00 for both
chemistry students. Her paper was entitled "The Analysis of
Chairman of Kentucky's Com- dent affiliates of the American at Murray State.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Cardiac Glycosides."
Tickets can be purevenings.
mission on Women, with an of- Chemical Society in Louisville.
Three other students—Sharon chased at the information desk
fice in the Capitol Annex, will
of
Analysis
Entitled "The
Croneh, Mayfield senior; Jan- at the UTM Student Center or
be the speaker for the FultonGlycosides," her paper ice Thompson, Paducah fresh- at the box office on the eveSouth Fulton B&PW Club April Cardiac
from about 20 man; and Gary Wallace, Padu- ning of the pageant.
chosen
was
7, at its birthday meeting to be
by undergraduate cah senior — and Dr. B. E.
held at the Park Terrace Res- presented
chemistry students from McClellan, associate professor
taurant.
Kentucky. It earn- of chemistry, also attended the
Mrs. Humphries, a resident throughout
her a $50 prize in the com- ASC meeting in Louisville.
of Frankfort, was appointed by ed
Pretty Margo Mantle, a Gamma.
petition.
The contest to choose a rep- Governor Nunn two years ago
brown-eyed brunette from
Sponsored by the Louisville
Bardwell, has been chosen to resentative from Murray State when he set up this Commis- Section of the ACS, the meetWomen
on
established
sion
and
UniState
represent Murray
ing last Saturday was held on
is sponsored each year by the it as a State Agency.
versity in the annual Mountain
the Kentucky Southern Campus
government.
student
university
Pineville
been
the
in
has
in
She
active
Festival
Laurel
of the University of Louisville.
May 28-31.
A tradition of longstanding Republican Women's Clubs for
The 19-year-old chemistry
Marshall Bertram, a former
Selected by a three-member in Kentucky, the four-day 12 years, is a member of the major, who is the daughter of
Rita Adams of Fulton has student and teacher at Murray
judging panel from a field of Mountain Laurel Festival is Baptist Church, of the Federat- Mr. and Mrs. Clarence L. Rey- been accepted as a pledge of
State University and weekly
277 contestant; Tuesday eve- climaxed each spring by the ed Women's Clubs and of Zon- nolds of 1501 Standish Place in Alpha Lambda Delta honor
newspaper publisher at Smithning on the campus,she will be queen's coronation ceremony in ta, International. When asked Owensboro. actually
society at Murray State Uni- land, is the author of a recentbegan
trying to bring the queen's Laurel Cove of Pine Mountain to fill the post of Chairmatt'of work on the project while at versity.
published novel.
ly
crown back to Murray State Stale Park in southeast Ken- Kentucky's-Commission on Wo- Owensboro High School.
Miss Adams, a freshman
Entitled "A Time of Generamen, she was deeply involved
for the third consecutive year. tucky.
home economics major, is the
She won numerous awards daughter of Mr. and Mrs. tions," the book, which has its
in many volunteer organizaTitlists from the university
as she developed the project James T. Adams of Route 3. main setting in south central
tions.
during her senior year in high She is a member of Alpha Kentucky, was published by
the last Iwo years—both bet
nettes —were Mrs. Carol)n Al
school and then capped it off Gamma Delta social sorority. Pageant Press and is now on
MEDICAL SPEAKER
by winning the American
sale.
heti Coryell in 1968 and Mrs
Alpha Lambda Delta is an
Russell B. Roth, M. D., Pharmaceutical Association's
Kay l'inkley Roedemeier in
The story deals with the diffreshman
for
society
honor
patients
served
were
Roedemeier
speaker of the House of Dele- First Award at the 19th InterThe following
1969. Mrs.
ficulties and conflicts arising
or
3.5
a
maintain
who
girls
campus
Wedon
hospitals
the
Fulton
for
coordinator
the
the
of
Medical
gates
national
Fair
American
in
Science
from the care of an aged invain Dea;
above grade point 'average on lid, especially as they concern
competition this year.
nesday. April 1:
Association, will deliver the troit.
keynote address 'at the openShe also took fourth place in a 4.0 system for their first or a young woman thwarted in
A sophomore journalism maing session of the 20th Annual the chemistry and bio-chem- second semesters.
her desire for marriage and a
jor, Miss Mantle represented
Interim Meeting of the Ken- istry division of the fair. Miss
home of her own.
Alpha Gamma Delta social soFULTON HOSPITAL
tucky
Medical Association, Reynolds was one of 414 enIts setting is a fictional York
rority in the judging, which inCHAIN IS SOLD
Charlie Thomas, Mrs. Ruth held April 8-9 at Kentucky Dam trants in competition in the
County in the Bowling Greencluded representatives of varS.
J.
Sanders,
Hardy
Rudolph,
Remnant
Village
Park,
House
State
Glasgow area, which is BerGilberts- international event,
The 7-store
ious campus organizations and
Mullins; Mrs. Samantha -Col- -vine, according ta *Walter L.
Her award in the pharmaceu- retail chain of fabric stores tram's home region, and exwomen's dormitories.
Mrs. Ruth Williamson, Cawood, M. D., Ashland, KMA tical division won her an all- has been sold to Bobbie Brooks, tends from the depression years
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. lins,
John Smith, Bud Matheny, president and_program chair- expense paid trip to the 1969 Inc. Nearby stores are in of the 1930's to the World War
Bourke Mantle of Bardwell,
Mrs. Belle Howard, Billy man.
II era.
American Pharmaceutical As- Greenfield and Paducah.
she is queen of the Shield, the
Ediii Maynard
Stephenson, Mrs. Mary Browuniversity yearbook, and is a
R.
J.
Mrs.
Harrison,
Jeff
der,
Edie Maynard and Penny
former sweetheart of Alpha
Holland, Fulton; Mrs. Hattie
Winston were two of fourteen
Gamma Rho social fraternity.
Witherspoon, Route 2, Fulton;
FHA members of the Obion
Editor of her sorority, she
3,
Route
Williams,
Jennifer
Sub-region to obtain the highfinished as a runnerup in the
Fulton; Mrs. Helen Witheringest degree which a Future
Miss Murray State competition
Mrs. Flaudie Wheeler, Mrs.
ton,
Homemakers of America memin December.
Annie McMurry, Elmer Mcber can accomplish. This acA shapely 5-3, 110-pounder,
Natt, Mrs. Maude Matheny,
her
left
selection
her
complishment and honor is the
says
she
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Frances Travis, Lafayette
Mm.
Tennessee Future Homemak"flabbergasted."
Patterson, William Webb, Miss
ers of America State Degree.
First runnerup was Elaine
Fulton;
South
Archer,
Sandra
Stice, a freshman physical eduEdie is the daughter of Mr.
rassed. When we left the store attacks and hives, refuses to
Dear Ann Landers: I'm a it all?—
Fulton
South
Davis,
Ben
cation , major from- Calvert
I asked Jerry why he does this. go to a doctor because they are and Mrs. Charles Maynard,
Registered Nurse who reads Worried In Newark
Woodruff,
Maude
Mrs.
Route;
City, who represented Alpha
Dear Worried: Your basic His answer: "I've never met all "quacks" and runs her life Route 3, South Fulton. She is
M r s. Margaret Alexander, your column religiously. From
Omicron Pi social sorority!
wording to what she reads in president of her local FHA
Mrs: Ann Arrington, Mrs. time to time you deal with let- problem is the same as the a stranger."
Janet French, a freshman
chapter and will serve as secher horoscupe?—Upptigenstit
Mary Watson, Hickman; Mn'. ter from mothers of overweight mother with the obese daughWhat do you make of it?
music major from Paris,
retary of the Obion FHA SubDear Up: You can listen.
Mildred Binford, Carl Yates, daughters. You always advise ters. My advice is there—in How can I cure him? — PuzTenn., was the second runnerregion
next year.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshal Vaughn, these mothers to stop nagging your letter. I hope you heed it. zled Wife
Lip. She was nominated by
Wil- —to say nothing about what
Mrs.
Roberts,
Allie
Mrs.
Penny
is the daughter of
to
Confidential
Know
Don't
Elizabeth Hall, -a women's
Dear Wife: Your husband is
lie J. Yates, Gary Brown, the girl eats or how she looks.
Dear Ann Landers: I have
Where To Turn: Turn to Mr. and Mrs. K. M. Winston,
dormitory.
assumes
who
fellow
friendly
a
emotional
an
is
it
insist
You
Water Valley; Eddie Spraggs,
been married only a year to a
Gamblers Anonymous. They 507 Vaned Street, South Fulton.
Judges on the panel were
Mrs. Govie Wright, Clinton; problem and the girl should man who has one terrible fault. everyone appreciates being -have helped a great many peo- She is secretary of the South
Jeanne Elliott and Kenneth
Mrs. Zola Young, work it out with a professional No matter where we go—to a spoken to. He is wrong. Some ple and changed their lives. Fulton Chapter of Future
Brown,
Jim
Wells, both of Mayfield, and
Dukedom; J. W. McClanahan, under the watchful eye of a restaurant, to a movie, to the people cherish their privacy Write Gamblers Anonymous, P. Homemakers of America.
Bob Swisher of Paducah. They
resent intrusion—especial- 0.
physician.
Crutchfield.
Box 17173, Los Angeles, Special
theater, a concert — wherever and
made their selection on the
recognition will be
ly by strangers.
—
a
Calif. 900177
opposite.
gather
starts
the
is
people
Jerry
problem
My
given to these girls on FHA
bases of beauty, poise and perThere is no known cure for
who
anyone
conversation
with
eater—
an
not
is
daughter
My
Rally Day, at a State Degree
sonality from a field of 10
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
she is a starver. The girl is 17, will talk to him. The other eve- super-outgoing types like Jerry.
finalists left after the first inWhen,romantic glances turn banquet, sponsored by the
Accept this personality defect
cold
went
we
ice
ning
-the
to
one
show.
has
rail,
a
as
skinny
StephHorace
Adams,
James
terview session.
and resign yourself to the fact to warm embraces it is love or Sears-Roebuck Foundation, and
at the State FHA Convention
Other finalists and the or- ens, Mack Ryan, Lucille Notes, after another, is always tired He became so chatty with the
that he will continue to start chemistry? Send for the bookganizations they represented Jean Greathead, Fulton; Gwen- and irritable. I've tried every- woman on his left you would
let "Love Or Sex And How To in Nashville.
goes
he
wherever
conversations
have
make
to
thought
sun
his
the
she was
date.
were: Sharon Reid, Princeton, dolyn Hobson, Peggy Brans- thing under
because it is a compulsion Tell The Difference," by Ann
Their adviser is Mrs. Pat
Sigma Delta; Mimi Lester ford, Ann Castleman, Hugh. her eat. I prepare beautiful Her husband didn't like the which he cannot control.
Landers. Enclose a long, stamp- Travis.
plate
the
Jerry
in
pushes
way
moved
his
on
she
but
food
Cadiz, Alpha Tau Omega; Pam RuslitOn, Carlene Girtler, J. E.
ed, self-addressed envelope and
Other degree earners in the
Lassiter, Murray, Sigma Sig- Bennett, Jack Lowe, South Ful- away and says, "I'm not hun- wife. I sensed it immediately
35c in coin with your request.
Dear Ann Landers: What can
Obion Sub-region are: Joyce
ma Sigma; Cheryl Underwood, ton; Dianne Cunningham, gry." She insists three meals a but Jerry gabbled on and on,
Ann Landers will be glad to Milligan, Vickie Grimes, MarWilbur, daY is all old-fashioned habit totally insensitive to the man's I do about a lovely mother-inJ. C.
Fulton, Alpha Delta Pi; Aileen Dukedom;
law who drinks like a fish and help you with your problems. ilyn King of Kenton: Marsha
Thompson, Louisville, Women's Crutchfield; Vernita Baker, apd most people could live on hostility.
them to her in care of Tate of Lake County; Pam
chimney,
Send
a
talks
Last night Jerry started a smokes like
Student Government Associa- Dora Nall, Clinton: Bruce By- one-tenth of what they eat and
conversation with a gentleman incessantly about her head- this newspaper. enclosing a Hayes, Beverly Louise Pruitt,
tion; Debbie Edmonds, Mur- num, R. C. Leath. .Tuanita be healthier for it.
What can be done with a in the grocery store. The man aches, backaches, side-aches, self-addressed, stamped en- Debbie Barber, Jackie Moore
ray, Pi Kappa Alpha; and Vicki Emerson, Wingo; Carlene Sanof Obion County, Jenny Kath.
teenager who thinks she knows was very cool. I was ember: gall-bladder attacks, asthmatic velope.
Russell, Mayfield, Alpha Phi ders, Mayfield.

Owensboro Girl Wins Top
P&PW Club To
State-wide Event
Hear Frankfort Award In
Agency Head

Pretty Margo Mantle,Bardwell
Is Mountain Laurel Candidate

THE 1
Thurs

Editor Writes
Rita Adams Pledge Book;Former
Edie Maynard,Penny Winston
In Honor Society Murray Student
Given Highest FHA Honors

HOSPITAL NEWS

Ala .2ancie4i

Penny Winston
ryn Oliver, Kathy Kendall,
Jozette
Shauna
Craddock,
Morris of Union City.

Maynard And
Hollie Head
Staff At SFHS
The following South Fulton
students have been chosen for
the High School annual staff:
Editors, Edie Maynard and
Jackie Hollie; Assistant Editor, Denise Coleman: Layout
Editors, Denise Coleman and
Mike Hailey: Business Manager, Mike McKinney; Organization Editors, Deboreh Hodges -and Steve Walker; Athletics Editol-s, Judy Powell and
Jerry Oliver; Faculty Editors,
David Puckett and Rodney
Cum m trigs ; Classes Editors,
Penny Winston and John Dunker; Activities 'Editors, Gary
Jetton and Tommy Greer;
Typists, Julie Bard, Kay Blackburn, Deesie Gattis, Ruth Taylor, and Nancy Bagwell: Art
Editor, David Puckett: Photographers, Bob Ross and Larry
Pruett; Annual Salesman, Dale
Walker, chairman of staff and
ad salesman on annual staff;
0o-sponsors of annual staff,
Mrs. Phillip Andrews and Mrs.
Paul Blaylock
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The editors and publishers of
The News have received many
messages of congratulations from
friends in Hickman, Fulton, Union
City and around this area since the
announcement last weekend that
they had purchased the Courier at
Hickman.
We both acknowledge the
congratulations gratefully, We
have tried to be civic-minded
owners of this civic-minded newspaper in the 23 years that we have
owned and operated it, and its
success is due to the fact that the
community we serve, and the
whole area we serve, acknowledge
that we have been able to make
worthwhile contributions to its
betterment.
That is the function of a
newspaper: to serve its community and its area.
We are going to establish the
same policy for the Hickman
Courier. We feel that in many respects the city of Hickman is a
sleeping giant, and that the 111year-old Courier will one day
soon arise to become one of the
area's better newspapers at such
time as that city's strategic position on the mighty Mississippi
river again brings it the industry
and the traffic that it enjoyed in
bygone years.

And today, even without that
potential surge of industrial activity that may now just be starting, Hickman and its community
area comprise many fine citizens,
engaging in many worthwhile activities.
The Courier will work as the
community's newspaper seeking
to unite it and help push it forward to achievement. Without
such a goal as that, there really
would be no point in taking on the
newly-added responsibilities of
another newspaper.
And there is another reason
for our interest in the Courier:
closer ties with Hickman, by virtue of owning its newspaper, will
bring Fulton in closer touch with
its county seat, news around the
Courthouse and courts, and enable us to have more general news,
over here in Fulton, of what is going on in the other end of our own
county. The same will apply for
Hickman. Thus both communities
can gain from the combination.
We feel that, in this business
of publishing a newspaper, a labor
of effort is really a labor of love.
There is no other business quite
as satisfying and rewarding as the
newspaper business. And, like
everything else, you get out of it
just what you put into it.
PW.

No Court Has Any Justification Being Lenient
With Anyone Arrested For Drunken Driving
—GUILTY!
"But not as charged," seems
to be a persistent.and far too frequent practice by some Kentucky
courts when dealing with the
drunk driver.
And, sometimes, this whole
business of looking for ways to
amend an arresting officer's complaint against the tipsy motorist
threatens to stretch the broad
credibility gap to a chasm we cannot span.
For instance, in a case heard
in one Kentucky court, the judge
took a novel approach, if nothing
else.
The motorist was convicted.
But, not of driving while intoxicated as he had been originally
chargeil. Instead, he was found
guilty of an equipment violation.
The language, meaning and
intent of the two laws involved
here have nothing in common.
While I would agree that a bottle
of whiskey or a six-pack of beer
might, under certain circumstances, be improper equipment
for safe vehicle operation, it is
hard to understand how such a
charge could ever grow out of a
drunk driving offense.
Unless, of course, the whole
idea is to defeat the point system
which would have revoked that
driver's license, if the original
charge had been sustained, and
taken him off the road before he
killed himself or someone else.
Certainly, the interests and
safety of the community aren't
served when any drunk driver is
allowed to keep his license under
the guise that he deserves another
chance because it was a first offense—often not the case at all—
or just because the court wants to
give him a break.
If anyone gets the break, it's
going to be the other fellow who
dies—when the "break" is a brok-

en neck. And, don't think it
couldn't happen to you. It could.
Of 6,677 drunks arrested by
state troopers during 1969, only
3500 were convicted of that offense. They lost their licenses.
But, what about the rest?
Seven per cent - or 456 didn't even get their hands slapped, the charges against them
were filed away or dismissed.
Most of the remainder — 37 per
cent or 2444 — are back behind
the wheel after having been fined
for some lesser offense. Drinking
beer on a public highway,reckless
driving, drunk in a public place
and disorderly conduct were the
legal escape hatches most often
used by courts to evade handing
down a drunk driving conviction.
And, yet, the public doesn't
seem to care. Although, they
should. Nearly half of the drunks
arrested on highways last year are
out there right now. If only 50
per cent decide to drink and drive
again this year, and just half of
that number cause one fatality
each, 794 Kentuckians are going
to die before the year is over.
Unfortunately, there isn't
much that the individual police officer can do about it. He can make
the arrest. But citizens, themselves, are the real enforcers. Unless every citizen demands, loudly
and emphatically, that officials in
his community stand 100 per cent
behind strict, letter-of-the-law enforcement of our point system and
drunk driving laws, there will
never be any real safety on Kentucky's highways.
You'll just have to cross your
fingers and hope that one of those
794 deaths this year doesn't turn
out to be YOU!
(By William 0. Newman.
Kentucky Public Safety
Commissioner)

Second-class postage paid at Fulton, Ky.
42041
Address all mall (subscriptions, change of
address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Subscription Rates: $3.00 par year In Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and ObIon
and Woaldey Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere
throughout the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Salm
Tax.

The Association of Western
Railways commented that modern
multi-deck rack cars, each carrying as many as 15 new motor vehicles, hauled 4.3 million vehicles
n 1967, or nearly one-half of all
new motor vehicles produced in
the U. S.

ANY WIFE OR HUSBAND

THE

Let us be guests in one another's house
With deferential "No" and courtnus "Yes";
Let us take care to hide our foolish moods
Behind a certain show of cheerfulness.
Let us avoid all sullen silences;
We should find fresh and sprightly things to say;
I must be fearful lest you find me dull,
And you must dread to bore me any way.
Let us knock gently at each other's heart,
Glad of a chance to look within - and yet
Let us remember that to force one's way
Is the unpardoned breach of etiquette.
So shall I be hostess - you, the host Until all need for entertainment ends;
We shall be lovers when the last door shuts,
But, what is better still - we shall be friends.

PEOPLE
Your questions relating to tne Commonwealth of Kentucky will
answered. Write Governor Ford at Frankfort, Ky.

Mr. A. B. liarrison, 506 W.
Hill, Louisville, Kentucky, and
others have written stressing
the need for more classroom
units for handicapped children.
Dear Mr. Harrison:
This is something I wanted
- --very nutch-to-hellLaccomplish
and I found that many senators
and representatives shared our
interest. It was a pleasure to
sign House Bill 356, which the
Legislature passed, to finance
200 additional units for 1970-71
and 250 units for 1971-72. This
appropriation, $4,500.000, does
not finance as many class-

be

rooms for handicapped students
as we need, but every gain in
behalf of these children is a
victory and places adequate
funtik closer in reach in coming *ssions.
The bill is now in the hands
of Governor Nunn for his consideration, and I sincerely hope
that he will not veto it.
Sincerely, -Wendell Ford

S. T. W., a student at U of
K, writes, "A senior and I
are in disagreement. I say the
— Carol Haynes
recent legislative session didn't
amount to much, and he says
it did a lot of good things."
loving, non-communist west- dren in the 1st thru 3rd grades. What's your
view?
erner who has chosen to reDear S. T. W.:
FULTON'S
main anonymous In order to
LITTLE HATCH HEN, by
In this one. I side with the
avoid reprisals against those James Flora. An "easy" book
who took him into their confi- for grades I to 3 about a little senior. Some of the value of
the session is in what it didn't
dence.
hen who could hatch anything do. It didn't
enact punitive
ou
put
in
her
nest.
BY LUCY DANIEL
legislation against any group
ROGUES GALLERY, edited
in
Kentucky. It didn't raise
by Walter E. Gibson. These 19
l'ARVEEN, by Anne Mel,stories represent a wide range devi, In 1920, 16 year-old Par- taxes (except on whiskey). It
First this week let's lake a also be a reworking of elemany
did
worthwhile.
do
of mystery and detective fic- veen Darter left her mother's
look at a book that has been ments from older folk tales,
tion by some of the finest writ- home in Illinois to visit her things:
donated to our library by the both indigenous and imported.
It eliminated the. 5 per 'cent
ers in the field.
father on his estate in l'ersia.
author. THE HEADLESS COB- Theories concerning the origin
ROYAL ROAD TO FOTHER- A fascinating and exotic world sales tax on medicine and
BLER OF SMALLETT CAVE of folk stories in general, as
RINGAY, by Jean Plaidy. An comes alive in this moving - health aid.s such as wheel
by Walter Warrell Haden. A well as the reasons for their absorbing
novel of the fasci- novel for girls in the 6th t-hru (-hairs and crutches.
brief background for the book evolution, are studies in order nating
It eliminated the 5 Per cent
and tragic Mary Stuart, 8th grades.
'
is given as follows on the book to determine why the Headless Queen of
tax on transfer of cars (lithin
France, Scotland and
-jacket: On a dark night a Cobble Legend has grown when the Isles.
the same family.
RUFFLES AND
FLOURstrange light is seen and a tap- and where it has in Douglas
additional citizen
It put
ISHES
by
I.iz
Carpenter.
Liz
ping echoes from the depths of County, Missouri.
SAMPLER OF AMERICAN l'arptener's job in the White members on the two State corn-.
an Ozark cave. The observer
missions which control air and
Mr. Haden is an assistant- SONGS, by Maymie Krythe. House, as
Staff Director and.
with imagination and a sense professor of English at the Here are
background and lore Press Secretary to Lady Bird water pollution. This gives the
of the past is returned to tales University of Tennessee at connected with 18 of
public as strong a voice-as inour most Johnson. was to keep 500 newsdustry has had on setting up
and times of the American Martin, and he is presently en- famous American songs,
from hungry reporters happy and the
and enforcing air and water
Civil War in the Missouri hills gaged in teaching a folklore "Yankee Doodle" to
contem- image of the First Family unpollution standards.
and to the hardy race whose class during the spring quart- porary favorites.
scathed; handle twelve jangIt appropriated money for
superstitions created
a er. Our most sincere thanks go
ling telephone lines; help ar"haunt," the Headless Cobbler to Mr. Haden for the donation
COME ALONG by Rebecca range and produce Mrs. John- better law enforcement and
crime
of Smallett Cave. Beginning its of his book to the library.
prevention. This qualiCaudill-Verses of mountain and son's vihistlestop tours and safies Kentucky for several milsecond century, the legend this
Now let's take a quick look meadow for youngsters.
faris;
write
speeches
and
colbook follows depends for its ex- at some of the new books that
lion dollars in Federal money
laborate with speech writers,
istence upon what is probably have been sent to Fulton
LET'S TRY IT OUT . . . and a million other things all for law enforcement.
the most mysterious geo- County from the Dept. of Li- WET AND DRY, by
It appropriated money to the
Seymour at once. In this book the author
graphic feature of Douglas braries in Frankfort.
Simon. Children enjoy playing remarks "You may enter the University of Louisville which
U of L President Strickler says
County, Missouri's Springcreek
MESSAGE FROM MOSCOW. with water. By getting things White House a partisan,
but will mean the difference
Township, Smallett Cave. The An urgent and immediate re- wet and drying them
beout they you don't leave it as one. You
legend is a local invention bas- port on the current temper of can have
an.opportunity to see can only feel understanding, tween life and death for that
university.
ed upon real persons and his- life in Moscow comes from a the changes that
occur. Very support and sympathy for the
It established a fund to entorical happenings, but it may Russian speaking, Russian- simple experiments
for chil- family there."
courage low-cost housing construction in Kentucky. by
insured
loans
scene of a lovely dinner party and miscellaneous guaranteeing
where money for such conFROM THE FILES:—
shower Monday evening, when the members of ruction is not otherwise
the Primary Department of the First Methodist available.
It authorized a study for' imChurch honored Miss Pat David, who is to be provement
of Kentucky's
married to Bennett Wheeler April 6. A delectable schools and provided a $300
three-course dinner was served before the gifts raise and important fringe
TWENTY YEARS AGO
were presented to Miss David. Sixteen guests at- benefits to teachers.
March 31, 1950
It converted a surplus tubertended.
much needed instittuion for the
Ten thousand, four hundred registrations
muchneeded institution for the
were recorded last Friday and Saturday by fifThe Fulton First Baptist Church was the mentally retarded. This will
take care of several hundred
teen Fulton stores who offered free awards to scene of a wedding of simplicity F iday
after- children who are on the long'
visitors - the only requirements for eligibility to noon, March 24, when Miss Sam y
Mae Wil- waiting list seeking admission.
win being that each person enter each store and liams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sa
These and many other meaWilliams, sures
tip the scales that made
fill out a free ticket. The event, originated and became the bride of Thomas A. Glasgow,
of the 1970 session a worthwhile,
organized by The News, was termed "highly Dresden. The, double ring ceremony was
per- productive session.
successful" by all participating stores, and pre- formed by Rev. Lewis D. Ferrell, pastor of the
,. —Sincerely,
Wendell Ford
Easter ready-to-wear business throughout the church. Miss Betty

ILilomr7 Carmen-

Turning Back The Clock

city was excellent, stores reported. A steady
stream of shoppers and visitors kept most stores
humming over the week end.

Sue Williams, sister of the
bride, was maid of honor and Steve Glasgow,
brother of the groom, was best man. Immediately following the ceremony, the couple left on a
southern wedding trip.

Dearest Mrs. Westpheling:
My subscription to the Hickman Courier expired last
week's issue and I had no intention of send',,,, i
my renewal until I heard you on
radio this morning, and am so
proud to have you all as our
new editors. I'm sending in my
renewal for the Hickman
Courier for another year.
I pay for my two si-sters'
Couriers every year, which is
my gift for Christmas - Mrs.
Thad Taylor of Salem, Mo.,
and Mrs. E. J. Stroop of Homeland, Calif., so I want you to
just send me the notice if I
forget to renew theirs. It will
take time for you to get adjusted. I know.
Will you please print the
Cayce news in our Hickman
Courier, as it's news of all this
area and my folks can read it.
Our f,riends and relatives that
die in this community were
not put in our paper until they
were gone nearly three weeks;
and we never knew who the
jury that had been picked was,
The Estes Motor Company, Fulton dealers it was never in our paper, so
we are so happy to have
for Willys-Knight and Overland, have contracted now
a change and you all for our
for six carloads of 4 and 6-cylinder cars of both editors. We sure wish you good
makes. Their handsome place-of —business is 10- luck•
Sincerely,
cated on State Line, near the 0. K. Steam Laun-Ilk*
Mrs. Frank Henry
dry.
Route 4 - Hickman, Ky.

The famous childhood story of "The Three
Little Pigs" will be presented tonight in the east
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
wing of the Baptist Church by the music pupils of
Mrs. Beulah S. Burnette. Linda Sue Sams will be
April 3, 1925
the narrator and Ann Latta will play the overW.
H.
Spradlin
has purchased the tobacco
ture. The same program will be heard over Stachute
property
near
Lake
Street bridge ... Chartion WENK Saturday morning at nine o'clock.
les E. Holloway & Company has purchased the
Any paper today? If so, please give the Boy J. W. Lewis tobacco barn property at the corner
Scouts a helping hand and put out all old news- of Second and Carr and plans to erect an apartpapers and other scrap paper for the boys to pick ment house . . . Read & Little Garage has been
up Sunday, April 2. Elbert Johns, scout execu- divided into two sections to take care of increastive, reports that the last drive netted the boys ed business.
more than $68.
Rev. C. H. Warren announced to his congreTomorrow, April 1,fifteen enumerators (cen- gation at the First Baptist Church last Sunday
sus takers) will hit the highways, by-ways, main that the note at the bank had been paid off and
streets and side streets of Fulton County to assist the new church building is free of all indebtedUncle Sam in his 17th decennial census. Those ness.
who have been selected to take the census from
H. L. Hardy, manager of the Hardy Taxi
Fulton are: Mrs. Walter Voelpel, Mrs. Jewell
Brady, Mrs. Elsie D. Weaks, Mrs. Mary Nell Service, added a new Overland to his fleet of cars
last week.
Wright and Mrs. Johanna Westpheling.
The Huddleston Hardware Company has
been awarded a $50 prize by the Kentucky Utilities for having sold 9,034 electric light bulbs in a
three months period.
The home of Mrs. Frank Brady was the
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Boger L. Williams

Mrs. Ballow

Roger Lee Wiltams died in
Funeral services for Mrs.
*Johnnie Ballow, who was kill- the Hillview Hospital Monday,
an
25,
in
March
30, following a long illMarch
Wednesday,
ed
automobile accident in Union ness.
Funeral services were held
City, were held Saturday afternoon, March 28, in the First Wednesday, April 1, in the
Baptist Church at Hickman, Chaney Funeral Home Chapel
with Rev. R. H. Dills officiat- in Hickman, with Rev. J. F.
ing. Burial was in the Hickman McMinn officiating. Burial
Cemetery. Barrett Funeral was in the Hickman City
Home was in charge of ar- Cemetery.
Mr. Williams, 57, was a
rangements.
Mrs. Ballow, 51, apparently -fariner of . Route 2, Hickman.
died instantly When the car in He was born in Fulton County,
which she was riding, driven by the son of the late Jim and
her daughter, Mrs. Arlie Dick Clara Jennings Williams.
of Hickman, collided with an- Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
other vehicle at an intersection Helen Gunter Williams; two
brothers, Bonner Williams and
en the Goodyear Bypass.
In addition to Mrs. Dick, she Prather Williams, and one sisis survived by her husband, ter, Mrs. Ruby Jamel, all of
Milton Ballow: one son, Jack Hickman.
Ballow, serving with the armed
forces: another daughter, Mrs.
Melva Jo. Dick of Hickman;
twa_sisters, Mrs. Tobe Rambo
Funeral services for Mrs. Lon
of Hickman and Mrs. Joe
Kane of Chicago, and three Brown were held Wednesday,
April 1, in the Harmony Metherandchildren.
odist Church, with Rev. J. F.
McMinn, Rev. Fred Thomas
and Rev. Danny Underwood
officiating. Burial was in HarWilliam T. Brundige of many Cemetery. Hornbeak
la-e•den. employee of the Bell Funeral Home was in charge
Clay Company of Gleason, died of arrangements and the body
id his home Wednesday, March was taken to the church to lie
27, following a heart attack. in state from 2 p. m. until 3:30
p. m., the hour of the funeral.
Ile was Go.
Mrs, -Brown, 73, died in the
F.,invral services were held Fs:atm
Hospital Monday mornSidorilay. March 28, in the
110\vlin Funeral Dome chapel,ing, March 30, following a long
in Dresden, with burial in Sun- i ilness.
File was born in Fulton
set Cemetery.
County and was the former
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Sirah Milner,
daughter of
Hattie IthAes Brundiee: . one Valley A. and Ida Arrington
son. Ponald tundige of Dres- Milner. She was a life-long
den: t hr
daughters. Mrs. resident of Fulton County and
Bonnie ones and Mrs. Janice resided at 414 Eddings Street in
(la laid. both of Dresden, Fulton. Her husband preceded
and Mrs. Vicki Parker of Union her in death fifteen months
City, and two sisters, Mrs. ago.
Josie Stafford of Dresden and
Surviving are one daughter,
Mrs. LaMon Dawson of St. Mrs. E. K.(Vivian) Jones; one
Louis.
granddaughter, Mrs. Forrest
(Joan) McAlister, and four
great granddaughters, all of
Fulton.

Mrs. Lou Brown

MaNIIIMMILdr

Complete
Planned P
See us for

W.T. Brundige

Your instu

RICE I
Fulton
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Contin
MT. ZION CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

"Mike" Harris

An automobile ran out of
control near Dresden Thursday
night, March 26. struck an embankment and
overturned,
fatally injuring Sammy "Mike"
Harris.
Funeral services were held
Saturday, March 28, in Bowlin
Funeral Home chapel at Dresden, with burial in Sunset
Cemetery.
Mr. Harris, 20, was the son
of Mr. and Mrs. James A. Harris of Dresden and was an employee of BayBee Shoe Company there.
In addition to his parents, he
is survived by one brother,
Timothy Allen Harris, and one
sister, Mrs. Cathy Barnes, both
Of Dresden.
Injured in the accident were
Larry Melton, 20, Charles Darnell and Danny Jo Billingsly,
20, all of whom were hospitalized, and reported in fair condition.

George A. Carter
Funeral services were held
Friday, March 27, in Hornbeak
Funeral Home chapel for
George Alfred Carter, Sr., with
Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor of the
South Fulton Baptist Church,
officiating. Burial was in 0bion County Memorial Gardens, with Masonic graveside
rites.
Mr. Carter, 72, died in Kosciusko, Miss., on Wednesday,
March 25th, where he and his
wife had been living since 1969.
He was a retired locomotive
engineer for the Illinois Central
Railroad and moved to South
Fulton following his retirement He was a member of the
South Fulton Baptist .Church
and of Roberts Lodge No. 172,
F&AM.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Daisy Hollingsworth Carter, of
Kosciusko; one son, George A.
Carter, Jr., of Honolula; one
sister, Mrs. Fred Heininger of
Murphysboro, Ill., and three
grandchildren.

Area Services
Sunday By
Dr. Lamb
Dr. Wayne A. Lamb, District
Superintendent of the Paris
District of the United Methodist Church, will preach next
Sunday morning at 9:45 a. m.
at Central Union Church, and
at 11:00 a. m. at Stanley's
Chapel Methodist Church, both
of which are on Martin Circuit
with Rev. Mrs. Ora Bell Peck
as pastor.
In the afternoon he will conduct Charge Conferences at
2:00 p. m. for Chapel Hill, Harris and New Hope Churches,
meeting at Harris Methodist
Church, with Rev. Roger Joseph as pastor; and at 3:45 p.
m. Charge Conference for
Bethlehem and Wesley Churches, meeting at Wesley Methodist Church where Rev. James
M. O'Brien is pastor.
In the evening at 6:00 p. m.
he will preach at the worship
service of the First Methodist
Church in Dresden where Rev.
Jerry L. Hassell is pastor; and
at 7:00 p. m. conduct the
Charge Conference for the
Dresden Church..
In Hot Water!
Old Faithful geyser in Yellowstone National Park spurts
near-boiling water 120 to 170
feet in the air, gushing an
average of once every 67 minutes.

Parts For All
Electric Shavers Al:

Rev. James Lawson
is the pastor

Mt. Zion Cumberland Presbyterian Church was organized in
1850, with the following as charter members: John Hicks, Merck
McAlister, Meddle Parker, Ben Latta, and a Mr. Morris, It is the
only Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Hickman County, located
on highway 1528 near Water Valley, Kentucky,

the church continues to be interested in the youth of our community. The Ctunberland Presbyterian Women continue to spearhead
our work in Missions. Though the church has a rich and colorful
history, we are not content to rest on past laurels, but open to paths
of serOce for Jesus Christ.

Mt. Zion church has never changed location but still uses the
burial ground and buikling ground donated to them by Mr. Jim
McAlister. They have worshipped in three buildings. The first
church house was built when it was organized. The people used
a horse power saw mill to get the lumber. The second building was
a frame construction built in 1886. The present church building, a
brick building, was erected in 1948.
•
In the Spring of 1951 under the leadership of the Rev. Courtney
Fooks the church went full time. In 1952, during the pastorate of
Rev. Fooks, a manse was built on ground given by Mr. Rich Gardiner.
The first youth work--- v
rganized in 1913. Thelinst Missionary Society was organized in early history of the church. Tb-day

The above picture was taken during a recent Vacation Church
School at Mt. Zion. During this school the boys and girls of our
community were presented the challenge of learning more about
God's word and bow to get along together in Our Father's world.
The church by the side of the road extends to all a cordial welcome
to work and worship with us.

Sunday School
10:00 A. M.
Morning Worship
11:00 A. M.
Evening Worship
6:00 P. M.
Crusader's and C. P. Y. F.
5:00 P. M.
Photo Courtesy of Gardner's Studio

Ray Williams Insurance

"Live Better Electrically"
207 Commercial

Hickman, Ky.

Dari-Cream, Inc.

Park Terrace Motel
Restaurant & Gift Shop

Liberty Super Market

a good place to work

K-N Root Beer Drive-In

Hornbeak Funeral Home
No Carr Street

CLOSED SUNDAY

472-3657

Evans Drug Company
Th. Resell Store
472-2421

So. Fulton

Broadway

479-1711

M & B Gulf Station

E.W.James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories

SUPERMARKETS

Kentucky Ave. at Read

Fulton and South Fulton

Join us after church on Sunday

South Fulton, Tennessee
Fulton, Ky.

Henry I. Siegel Company,Inc.

472-2430

West State Line

Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta.
Wheel Alignment A Balancing

472-91160

Hickman

472-1412

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky

Union City

South Fulton

Fulton, Ky.

305 Main Street

472-1362

110 Lake Street

472-9072

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

236-2655

Fulton

Compliments of

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472-1471

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

— In Operation 68 Years —
•

Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

J. B. MANESS SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Make $1,20
strips the f
NEEDED. I
PLETELY
minutes. It
will NOT al
while holdir

REPIRT:
Hickman - Fulton R.E. C.C.

Jewelry Company

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

Refit

TOTAL ;65
want to gro

ANDREWS

Greenfield Monument Works

Adults

Service Schedule During The Summer

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsoreilly Firms Interested In This Community.

216 Lake Street

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853

P-5: Fulton

Archie's Live Stock Barn
Every day we buy 8, sell all kind of
live stock
Union City — Fulton Hwy.
479-2191

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Curtis Electric Co.

At the Store—or at your door

Complete Electric Service

Fulton, Ky.

479-3311

124 Morris

479-2173

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC-69492
Clinton, Ky.

653-2372
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Sgt. Bennie SamsAwaided
USAF Commendation Medal

Mr. and Mrs. Newman Croft
visited Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Staff Sergeant Bennie W.
Davis in Memphis a few days
Sams, Air Force recruiter, Palast week.
ducah, Ky.. awarded the Air
Rufus Lowery is a patient in
Force Commenda'ion Medal
the Community Hospital at
this week in Louisville by Lt.
Mayfield and will undergo sur(H. Donald W. Whittingham,
gery Monday morning.
commander. USAF Recruiting
Detachment 502. The medal
There was quite a bit of
community
was for meritorious service
damage done in our
while assigned at Richards..clnesday night by the wind
I'',
Gebaur AFB, Missouri.
That came through.
The citation read as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody
"S-Sgt Bennie W. Sams disrItercied church at the Macetinguished himself by meritordonia Primitive Baptist Church
ious service as non-commisin Martin Sunday morning,
sioned- officer in-charge of seThose vi=iting Mr. and Mn.
curity police training while asPcte Winstead Easter Sunday
signed to the 4676th Security
were: Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Police- Section, Richards-GeWinstead of Dresden, Mr. and
baur AFB, Missouri from 8
Mn. Bill Winstead of Union
August 1969 to 10 November
City, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Win1969.
stead of Palmersville, Mr. and
Sgt. Bennie W. Sams
"During this period. SSgt.
Mrs. Ronald Winstead of MarSams' outstanding professional
tin, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Winskill, knowledge and leadership
stead of Alabama, and Mable
aided immeasurably in identiand Gail Airily of Dresden.
fYing_prohl,em _.4areas in -the
Mr. and Mis-.-E-.-A-,---eannern
field of security police trainand Mr. and Mrs. Walker
ing. and in developing and imMidyett visited Mr. and Mrs.
plementing research projects
C. E. Williams a while Friday
capable of solving these prob.
night.
lems. The distinctive accomMr. and Mrs. Everett Wilplishments of S-sgt. Sams reMrs.
and
Mr.
visited
liams
Any worker who is off the flect credit ution himself and
HAIL JUNIOR MISS—Kentucky Lawmakers welcomed Miss- Jennifer Kimball, Ross Williams in Mayfield Sun17, Fort Knox, Kentucky's Junior Miss for 1970. Shown left to right are Speaker day and found Alice some bet- job because of sickness or in- the United States Air Force."
S-Sgt Sa-ms is a native of
jury should always promptly
of the House Julian Carroll, Miss Kimball, Sen. J. C. Carter, and Rep. Robert F. ter.
inquire about social security Fulton, Ky. and is the son of
Hughes. Miss Kimball participates in the America Junior Miss pageant in MoSeveral from the community disability benefits. This ad- Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Sams, Sr..
bile, Ala., in May.
(Gary Robinson Photo) attended the auction sale in vice is given because too often 709 Vine Street., Fulton, Ky. He
Latham Saturday.
a person hopes to return to is married to the former Nancy
Mrs. Pernie Yates is able to work soon and puts off con- Ann Fewell of Kokomo, Indithe hospital at this tacting the social security of- ana.
pf
out
be
Morrison
C.
W.
Mrs.
• GOOD SPRINGS
• Chestnut Glade
;veiling. She is at the home of fice and filing a claim for
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
• LATHAM
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins benefits. This delay can result
in South Fulton, recuperating. in loss of benefits causing an
Fulton 472-1341
Glad to report that Mrs. VerThomas,
Mrs. Joan Blackard
Mr. and Mrs. John Paul
Mrs. Mae Byars spent last
Walls is improving, after week with Mr. and Mrs. Robert of Asheville, N. C., and chil- Jones and daughter, of Padti- additional hardship on the perSubscribe To The News non
a few days treatment and ex- Lee Veach and Mrs. Ludie dren visited her parents, Mr. cah, visited relatives in South son already unable to work.
Any worker disabled but unamination in the Fulton Hos- Wright in Clinton. They came and Mrs. E. Blackard, and Fulton over the Easter holiable to continue working
pital last week.
for her on Sunday and brought other relatives in Latham over days.
contact the
Mrs. Van Brann has returned her home on the following Sat- the Easter holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil- should not fail to
A representative of the Small
social security office. This confirst
to her home in Memphis, after urday. Mrs. Mae reported a
the
Memphis
in
are
liams
Business Administration will be
Hall
Mack
and Mrs.
Mr.
later
no
made
be
should
tact
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Har- good -time, as well as receiving (nee Cynthia Smith), from of the week and visited with
than thirty days after he had to at that Agency's part-time ofvey Vaughan.
some nice gifts from these Ohio, are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Vickery stop working. Of course, the fice in the City Hall on the
Mrs. Raymond Walls has re- friends.
there.
while
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith,
who has been disabled Second Floor, Paducah, KenMartin, Tennessee
turned from a visit with her
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Ross person
tucky, on April 2, as announcMrs. Eula Nelson has return- and other relatives in Latham.
daughter, Amy Ruth, and fain- ed from her visit in Detroit and A miscellaneous shower will be spent Easter with his parents, longer should inquire immedi- ed by R. B. Blankenship, SBA
tly in Birmingham, where she was at Easter services yester- given Saturday afternoon at Mr. and Mrs. Burnette Ross, in ately without further delay.
Regional Direetor. The office.
The Social security Office is operated on a semi-monthly
welcomed a new granddaugh- day -at Good Springs.
the home of her parents, near Ruthville.
Tenth
South
112
at
located
Dorothy
ter. Raymond Wails,
Burnebte Ross is waiting to
basis every first and third
2 - Shows Nightly 7:00 & 8:45 P. M.
The following members of Latham, for the couple,
and Linda spent the week end
enter the hospital in Paducah Street, Paducah and the tele- Thursday, will be open from
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fester again to have the other cata- phone number is 443-7321.
with the Johnny Madding fam- Good Springs C. P. W. attend9:00 a. m. to 3:00 p. m.
ily in Birmingham and brought ed the Presbyterial meeting at and Mr. and Mrs. Mickey ract taken off his eye as soon
Continuous Showing Saturday from 1:15
In order to determine credit
MOS- Moore and children spent the
Humboldt Saturday:
Mrs. Walls home.
room. Good
a
get
can
he
as
Oldest alyI
eligibility requirements for
da mes Loyd Watkins, Durell week end in Peoria, Ill., the
cousin!
luck,
not
does
Vaughan
Harvey
SBA loan programs, it is sugSunday Matinee at 1:30 & 3:15
McCall, Paul Bruce, T. L. AinWe hope everyone had a The Dominican Republic's
seem to mind having birthdays ley, Terry Bethel, Ray Bruce guests of Mrs. Janet Biggers
niece of good Easter and now we can capital, Santo Domingo, is the gested that the businessmen
when they are the excuse for and Hillman Westbrook. Mrs. Brewington, who is a
bring with them a recent fi— Shelley Winters In —
look for spring. as they say it oldest European city in the nancial statement or balance
such pleasant occasions. On Oren Stover. delegate of Dres- Mrs. Foster,
of
guest
the
it
hope
was
I
was
It
McClain
Western
Otis
Hemisphere.
is around the corner.
Friday night, Mr. and Mrs. den C. P. W., -also attended.
sheet of the business and a proMr. and Mrs. Ulysses Dortch of isn't too far around it.
established in 1496 and its fit and loss statement for the
Wiley Sims, Mr. and Mrs.
spent Latham last Sunday.
Darnell
Elizabeth
Mrs.
the
had
in
Amerfirst
French
Nell
university,
Mary
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Irvin Brundige,
previous full year.
dauChess Morrison, Mr. and Mrs. Easter week end with her
Several people attended the a birthday Friday and reported icas, was founded in 1538, NaIll.
Durrel Terrell, Mr. and Mrs. ghter Ruth, at Neoga,
sale at the late Ardie Pfluger she received twenty-one cards tional Geographic says.
After attending church yes- home last Saturday, in La- and many nice gifts. Those
Cecil Barber and Mrs. Van
Adults $1.25, Children Under 12 — 75c
visiting her for her -birthday
FULTON VISITOR .
Brann enjoyed a supper with terday, Mrs. Mlaude Vincent tham.
Colley, Mrs.
Mrs. Eunice Harrison had
and
the Vaughans. On Sunday Mr.
Go Away!
Rated R
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan enter- were Mrs. Oval
Jan Westplieling is ir
Miss
and
Mr.
Mrs.
and
and
Meade
Mr.
Nellie
Mitchell,
Mrs.
Eva
and Mrs. John Verhines, Mr.
tained the "Couples Club" last
Planes landing -on Greenland Fulton thi s week, spending
and Mrs. Paul Nanney, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Harrison, of Friday evening, honoring her Chester Bennett. Mrs. Sadie
and Mrs. Glen occasionally are delayed while spring vacation with her fath.1•••••!11111=1.111111111.31•1
Mrs. Darrel Wright, Mrs. Lucy Union City, as dinner guests.
husband on his birthday with a Johns and Mr.
ground crews gingerly shoo er, Tom Westpheling. Jan is a
Dell French.
Gibbs and Mrs. Van Brann enHenry Poff is making good bountiful pot-luck dinner.
900.pound musk oxen off the student at Purdue University
joyed a birthday dinner with recovery from a broken hip in
Elnora Vaughan is a
at West Lafayette. Indidn.i
airport runway.
Ilarvey and Nadine, who have Baptist Hospital at Memphis.
patient in the Henry County
shared their birthday dinners
Charles Brown, Mrs. Judy Hospital, suffering from a refor about the past thirty years. Wray and two sons of Hick- lapse of pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Copeland man, and Mae Byars and Mark
Chess Morrison remains
and Gary, and Mrs. Wiley Sims visited with Mr. and Mrs. Harvisitors
Make $1,200 a month with a revolutionary machine that
visited Mr. and Mrs. Billy rel Lyndsey at Tr -City Satur- about -the same. His
HOLD I T!
As head roach Robert Carduring the week were Baron
Copeland, Jr., during the week day night.
strips the fiMsh from wood. Positively NO EXPERIENCE
THEY'VE ADDED
preparations
and
Mr.
final
Bowlin,
makes
Doyle
roll
Dixon,
end.
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge
NEEDED. Machine will do the work of 20 men and is COMANOTHER
l*IuIct/.
. Bonnie Cummings, Mr. for the April 7 opening of
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Boyd Glover and two children, of Mrs.
CHANNEL IN
Vaughan and spring football practice at The
PLETELY AUTOMATIC. It will strip 16 pieces in just 40
and Jeffry, from Huntingdon, Spring Lake, North Carolina, and Mrs. Harvey
University of Tennessee at
minutes. It will NOT raise the grain or bleach the wood. It
spent the week end with Mr. have been visiting his mother, Mrs. Eva Brann.
FULTON
Martin, he -admits with a glimand Mrs. Drew Wail.
will NOT affect the glue. Operate full or parttime at home
Mrs. Lucile Glover, at Dresmer of dogmatism in his eyes
from
A.
W.
Bradfield,
Bro.
den, prior to his leaving for
while holding your present position. No employees needed.
that things are looking a bit
CAMPGROUND OPENS
Ilenderson, Tenn., will conduct Korea in the very near future.
brighter following a discouragfour services at the Oak Grove These, along with Mr. and Mrs.
Church of Christ the first week Donald Glover and son, Mr. Popular demand encouraged ing 1969 football season.
TOTAL $6500 to $8900 required. No competition. If you
Among the major reasons for
end in May. The first will be and Mrs. Laverne Windsor and Land Between the Lakes ofwant to grow, get in touch with us.
Volunteers
on Saturday night and three Dale, were supper guests at ficials to announce that Hill- his optimism, the
man Ferry Campground will will field an abundance of exservices on Sunday.
the -home of Mr. and Mrs. T. open on April 10 instead of perienced players and will be
L. Maley Easter night.
REPIRTS COMPANY 3132 Hulbert Avenue
April 15 as annpunced last fall. strengthened by the addition of
MAJOR DALLAS
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Kennedy, This earlier date will enable several outstanding junior colErlaanger, Ky. 41018
Freeman B. Dallas has been
week visitors to utilize the facility lege transfers. The Orangemen
promoted to Major in the U. S. of Nashville, spent the
Mrs. during spring vacation.'
are returning 28 lettermen.
Army. He is presently station- end with his mother,
Lewis Cole, and Mr. Cole.
ed at Ft. Campbell.
Mrs. Odell Cantrell, of El
Paso, sister of Mrs. Augusta
Reed, is in a very serious condition, following surgery there
a-bout two weeks ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Denny Ray
Jackson have moved to the
house vacated recently by Mr.
and Mrs. Hayden Holt.
New On Cable TV...
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Johnston
and Debbie Watkins, all of
Murray, spent Easter with parents, Mr. and Mrs. Basil Watkins, and attended church at
Good Springs.
The red carpet is out for you ...
Your First
luxurious rooms with W,tile baths.
Month Of
air-conditioning. Convenient location.
• Swimming pool and paths
Cable Service
steak'
seafood,
finest
for
Cove
Pirates
•
FLASH NEwSI
For Only
• Crow's Nest Lounge-colorful, plush
Admiral Benbow Is • Bask on Biloxi's 27 mile long sand beach
PLUS
• Enjoy water sports, fishing. got,
beautifully rscovirod
Explore Biloxi's old world charm-hiorr,r.r. The News takes pleasure in
picturesque and historic sightseeingwishing "Happy Birthday" to
looks great. Hiway
relax and watch the shrimp boats corm
of one normal hookup
the following frieruis:
In. Get free brochure now.
90 all clear.
OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 15, 1970
Come visit us soon.
April 3: Sue Ann Holloway,
Edna Wright; April 5: Linda
(New Subscribers Only)
Nanney, Polly Long: April 6:
RenderFloyd Martin, Randy
SOLI;
April 7: Mrs. Ray Bondurant,
Mark Travis, Emily Walker;
Aprfl 8: E. J. Jones, James
U. S. HIGHWAY 90 AT OAKMONT PLACE
Robert Putnam; April 9:
Fulton, Ky.
206 Main Si.
BILOXI, MISSISSIPPI
Maurice Carr Bondurant, Steve
FULTON, KY.
MAYFIELD HIWAY
Green, Judy Jones.

this writer, along with all
friends, hopes the aged couple
will improve very soon.
By Mrs. Carey Frields
Mts. Maurine Wilkins and
Melinda, -and Miss
daughter,
Rev. Bobby Copeland filled
Juanita Hammett, of Jackson,
his regular appointment at
here with your
New Salem Baptist Church the Tenn., visited
also at the Buton
past Senday at 11 a. m. and writer and
Lassiter home, the past Sunalso at the evening worship,
They are our
following the meeting of BTU. day afternoon.
nieces. Maurine works for
The Bible Institute closed SatSouth Central Bell Telephone
urday night, which was held
Company, while Juanita is
four nights the past week, with
teaching school in Jacicson.
a visiting minister each night.
Both are daughters of Mr. and
Some who had a part were
Mrs. Roy Hammett of Hollow
Rev. Jack McClain, Rev.
Rock, Tenn.
James Holt and Rev. Henry
Bro. Degnis Crutchfield filled
Davis. The attendance was
good at each service and much his apponflment at Knob Creek
Church of Christ the past Suninterest was shown.
day at 11 a. m. and at the eveMrs. Virginia Haygood and ning service.
children, of Elgin, Ill., arrived
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Cherry
Saturday for Easter holidays and children, of Chicago, arwith relatives around here. rived here this week end for
They visited with parents and the Easter holidays with his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. mother, Mrs. Claud Anderson,
Dave Mathis, in Weakley Coun- and Mr. Anderson
Wingo
ty Rest Home in Dresden Sun- Route, and other relatives
day. Mr. and Mrs. Mathis around here. They attended
aren't so well at this time and church at New Salem Baptist
Church Easter service, seeing
all their friends.
Mrs. Sam .Mathis returned
home from Hillview Hospital
the past week, after undergoing vein surgery on both
limbs. She is doing nicely now
and all friends wish for her a
See us for - - soon complete recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert RickYour insurance Needs man
were Easter dinner guests
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Grover True.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

Workers Told
To Ask About
Injury Benefits

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

RICE AGENCY

SBA Rereseniative
In Area April 5th

VARSITY THEATRE
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UT Martin Begins
Football Practice

Refinish Antique Furniture
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Enjoy the plenum of

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

0

MISSISSIPPI

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

12

A rollicking holiday on the
,1 Gulf Coast at Biloxi's most
luxupious .__
inn

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW

WHIM, CHANNEL 13, MEMPHIS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

ITS SO EASY TO

FREE INSTALLATION

STOP AND SHOP

I Co.

AT

FIVE -0- ONE

sentirban

Call 472-1424

SMUDGED PRINT

After 28

Hon-14
Gray

Candid Photos At Dinner Meeting Garrigan Sale
Attracts Many. _
Midwest Bids

Mrs. Abe Thompson seems to be recalling some historical fact
about Reelfoot Lake as she and her husband (right) talk with
Emmett Lewis, the well known historian who was the principal
speaker at the meeting here Saturday of the Jackson Purchase
Historical Society.

,
The Ken Ten Angus herd eV
persal sale of Parnell Gar-i163-5/'
gan's averaged $616 on
lots of Angus cattle. 21-5/6
bulls averaged $915 while 142
females averaged $370.
The high selling bull was Ankonian Puritan when 1/3 intereq and full possession sold for
$2750 to R bert Dowell. Edminston, Kentucky, which establishes a value on this bull of
$8250. Second top bull was Ken
Ten. Puritan 32 at $1500 to
White Angus Farm, Hickman,
Ky.
Ken Ten Winsome Witch 5
with a heifer calf at side topped the female offering at
$1025, going to Dr. Walter
Kaufman, Paris. Ky. The first
100 females sold - averaged
$649.
There was a large crowd and
bidding was very active with
demand real good for bulls and
especially strong for cow and
calf combinations. The cattle
sold into Arkansas, Mississippi,
Kentucky, Alabama, Indiana,
Missouri, and Tennessee.
MISS MARTIN PAGEANT
The Martin Rotary Club will
sponsor the annual "Miss Martin Pageant" at the UTM fieldhouse April 17.'
MISS UTM PAGEANT
The eleventh annual "Miss
UTM" Pageant will be presented April 3-4 at the UTM field
house.

Mrs. John Kirksey of Paducah, a prominent Kentucky civic and
cultural Feeder is shown here being congratulated by Dr. L..1.
Hortin of Murray and Dr. Harry Sparks, president of Murray
State University. Dr. Hortin is the outgoing president; Mrs.
Kirksey is the incoming president of Jackson Purchase Historical Society.

Mrs. Smith Atkins has two interested listeners as she relates
some historical point to the Whitesell brothers. Hunter Byrd
(left) and Robert (right) following the dinner meeting of the
Purchase District Historical Society here Saturday night.

Mrs. Bill Burnette (left) of Murray, whose husband (center) did
a great deal to coordinate the giant Sesquicential Edition chats
with Mrs. Bill Creason of Mayfield, while the many other
guests exchange comments of the interesting meeting of the
Jackson Purchase Historical Society here Saturday night.

A civil war medicine kit captures the interest of Dr. Ray Mofield (left) of Murray and J. L. Lackey of C•Ivert City at the
meeting Saturday night of this Jackson Purchase Historical Society held at the Holiday Inn in Fulton, when the speaker told
of the history of Reelfoot Lake.

Harvey Caldwell, Jim Butts
Receive "Ditto" Sales Awards
Office Outfitters, Inc., office
equipment and supplies dealer
at Walnut and Plain Streets,
Fulton, and its predecessor,
the Harvey Caldwell Co., have
been named for the Dri-ro
President's Awards for sales
achievement in 1969.
This is the highest DITIU
sales honor and is given in
recognition of the company's
outstanding role in filling the
area's government, school and
business needs. The award is
based on sales performance in
all DIT1X) product categories
— machines, supplies and
paper.
Harvey Caldwell, who retired
as president of the Harvey

Vinson Will
Address FHS
Sportsmen

NEW RAIL YARD? — Illinois Central representatives this week disclosed that their line
is considering the construction of a major freight yard in Obion County, between South
Fulton and Harris Station. If plans materialize, the new multi-million dollar facility will
be the second largest in the IC system. Laying out the facts and figures for Obion County
Judge T. W. Jones Jr. (right) are B. G. Sykes (left), assistant to the chief engineer, Chicago, Ill., and C. L. Colyer, train master at Fulton.

IC MAY—

STILL GROWING
More than 3,920 students will
be enrolled at classes at UTM
for the spring quarter, a 12
percent increase over iest
Spring and double that of
1964.

iZY. WINDAGE.—
(Continued From Page One)
and culture of the County, often splitting it
in two.
As most of you probably know by now,
we bought the Hickman Courier last week
I well remember my first visit to the old
and now Jo has gone over there to try to get
things in the paper office in the kind of order
we want them, so we can get organized and
run two papers. And one of the first items on
the agenda will be to take a few chunks out
of this invisible wall,
office of the Hickman Courier back in those
days because we met Jake Howard at his office on a Sunday afternoon and he was busy
setting his rat-trap time switch for the typesetting machine.
A linotype machine has an electric pot
on it that it takes two hours to heat up, and
that means if it's going to be ready to set
type at 8: o'clock Monday morning somebody
or something has to turn it on at or before 6:
a. m. Nowadays, you can get an electric time
clock almost anywhere that will do this
automatically, but back in those days they
weren't so plentiful. So Jake, who was an
easy-going fellow anyhow, figured out a
way to keep from getting out of bed early on
Monday mornings just to go down to the office to turn the linotype pot on.
He bought a rat trap and two alarm
clocks. He mounted the rat trap on the wall
directly above the arm of the switch that
turned the electricity on, and tied a strong
cord in such a fashion that when the trap
was spring, it would throw the electric
switch "on". Next he mounted an alarm
clock near the rat trap, wound a string
around the alarm windup lever in such a
manner that when the alarm went off and
the windup lever starting running down, it
would pull the bait lever on the rat trap,
causing the trap to snap and the electricity
to go on. So if the electric pot needs to go on
at 6: a. m., just set the alarm for 6: a. m. and
you've got it made. And I had seen this rig
used over on a paper at Gallatin, Tennessee
when I worked there years before.
But now we come to Jake's ingenuity,
because that isn't all of the story. If you
want an alarm clock to go off at 6: a. m. you
have to wait till about 7: p. m. the night before to set it. So Jake mounted his second
clock directly over the first one, and attached a string from its winding lever to the
"pull-up-for-alarm" button on the first one.
Then on Sunday afternoon he would go to
the Courier office, wind the clocks and set
the trap. The first clock was set to go off
sometime Sunday evening, but the second
clock wasn't set to go off at all. So when the
first clock went off anytime in the late evening (after 7: p. m.) it would merely pull up
the second clock's alarm button so it could
do it's duty Mondlay morning.
That was qiiite a rig, and the only one
of its kind that I have ever seen; I wish I had
taken a picture of it. Jake admitted that
sometimes the strings would break and it
wouldn't work, but life wasn't always as
hurried 23 years ago as it is now.

(Continued from Page Dae)
cars would be pushed over a
hump (hill) and allowed to roll
down by gravity into the classfication yard which could contam n as many as 72 tracks.
Through the operation of elect: onic devices, these cars
woad be switched to the pro.
classification track.
From this half.-mile long
classification yard, the cars are
next moved to a three to 10track departure yard where
the actual trains are made up.

117 - YEAR—
(Continued from Page 01,e)
quarrelling or fighting calling
ill names or mimicry designed
to insult.

C. J. Vinson will be the
speaker at Fulton High
Schoors third annual All Sports
banquet, to be held at 7:00
p. in., April 10, in Carr gymnasitim.
Mr. Vinson is athletic director at Dyersburg (Tenn.) State
Community College. He received his BS degree from
Union University at Jackson,
Tenn., his Master's degree
from Ole Miss at Oxfoixi, Miss.,
has done graduate work at
George Peabody College and is
a canddiate for EDS degree in
June from Murray State University.

3rd. Due attention must be
paid to the respective study by
each pupil during book time.
4th. All my verbal orders
must be duly respected at all
times.
5th. Wrestling or climbing
must not be practiced by any
of you.
6th. The boys and girls are
not to play together neither
News From Our
shall one Are to speak on the
play ground of the other."
Boys In The
The schlidi ran for 14 weeks
and Some Of the pupil were
grown add Married; others
were children. The following
If the 1970 federal census
students were enrolled. Francis shows a need for redistricting
Roberts,
Gates,
J.
CHARLESTON,
H. Blay- the Kentucky Legislature on the
G.
NORTH
S.
('. Doctor (Captain) Charles I. lock, H. M. Rest, S. Cavender, basis of population, Gov. Louie
Huddleston, son of Mr. and J. C. Williams, T. C. Stark, C. B. Nunn said he would call a
Mrs. Arch Huddleston, 406 Ed- Feggans, Myse. Prances Jones, special session to do so in time
dings, Fulton, Ky., is a mem- R. Bailey, C. K. Stark, B. H. for new district lines to be setber of a unit that has earned Mainline, G. W. Hainline, Wm. tled before the May, 1971, prithe U. S. Air Force Outstand- Blaylock, Josep Wood, Wm. mary elections.
ing Unit Award.
Taylor, John Mcall, Jas. PerAll of Kentucky's 100 House
Doctor Huddleston serves in ry. Rebeccah Taylor, Nancy seats and 19 of its 38 Senate
the 437th Military Airlift Wing, MeMorris, Temfrey Gray, A. seats will be up for filling in
Charleston AFB, S. C., will Moody, Wm. Benson, S. C.
the Nov., 1971, election, with
wear a distinctive service rib- Dawson, Joseph M. Cavender, nominations
in the May pribon to mark his affiliation with William Moody, H. Stark, Josmary. The governor indicated
eph Benson.
the unit.
if a special session is necesEven brief, it clearly gives sary, he might call it for Dec.,
The wing was cited for meritorious service in support of the idea of the short term, the 1970, or Jan., 1971.
military operations from July earnest desires to learn, and
The interview with Governor
1968 to July 1969. The 437th is the strict discipline. The BenNunn came on the heels of an
part of the Military Airlift son and Rose families lived
announcement by Indiana Gov.
1
2 miles east of Fulton
Command which provides glo- about 7/
Edgar D. Whitcomb that he
bal airlift for U. S. military on the Kentucky side of the
would not call a special session
stateline. They ere relatives of
forces.
for legislative reapportionment
Kindred
H.
WiinAen;
M.
Rose
The doctor graduated in
in that state. A Federal court
1959 from Fulton High School being his ktiat grandfather ordered its own version of reand received his B. S. degree in who came to d.raves County apportionment there.
1963 from the University of just north of Nashville in 1939.
Tennessee and his M. D. degree in 1966 from the UniverWEATHER REPORT
sity of Tennessee Medical
School, Memphis. where he
was a member of Phi Chi.
(From current-readings and
His wife is the former San- records of Jim: Hale, South
dra J. Bennett, whose mother. Fulton.)
-qrs. Juanita Bennett, resides
Date High Low
Precip.
in Knoxville, Tenn.

Caldwell Co. on January 2,
1970, and James Butts, president of Office Outfitters and
former salesman for Harvey
Caldwell, both received awards. In announcing the
award winners Robert Bowen,
National nrrro Dealer Sales
Manager, said: "Many times a
contender for this honor, the
Fulton dealer won in 1969 by
showing an 85 percent increase
in machine sales over a year
ago and a 49 percent over-all
increase for the year. Since it
became a DITTO dealer in
1954, the firm has placed consistantly among our top ten
dealers."

Ra
Call Us
479-9082
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Sunday

He has served as a high
school basketball coach, as
basketball coach at Bethel
College, McKenzie, Tenn., and
has also served as high school
principal during his career, and
should provide a few minutes
of after-dinner wit and wisdom.
Tickets are now on sale at
the school or from members of
the athletic teams and are $2.75
per person. The meal will be
smorgasbord, including country ham, barbecued ribs, etc.,
and will be catered by Boyette's of Reelfoot Lake.
Bilbby Snider, principal of
Fulton City High School states,
"The athletic teams have
worked hard this year and are
a very determined group of
young men - never giving up
until the final whistle. All parents and supporters are urged
to help us reward our athletes
for their endeavors."

S.P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting

SERVICE

assistant and rei
Department for
Davis has b
since March 25,
officers, all MD
health conun1ss
He was instru
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1968 E

1967 S

1966 L
F
19661

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE

1966

All persons having claims
against Myrtle G. Hathcock,
deceased, are required to prove
their claims as required under
the law of Kentucky and file
with me with in three months
from date and all persons
owing the estate are advised to
contact me.

1966 I

JOHN C. BONDURANT
ADMINISTRATOR WITH
WILL ANNEXED
219 E. Clinton Street
Hickman, Kentucky 42040

1969

1969 1
1968 1

MARCH 1970
MANNHEIM,
GERMANY
(AHTNC) Jan. 15—Charles D.
Brown, 21, son of Mrs. Etta L.
Brown, Route 3, Hickman, Ky.,
was promoted to Army specialist five Dec. 24 near Mannheim,
Germany, where he is serving
with the 1st Support Brigade.
Spec. 5 Brown is a cook with
Company C of the brigade's
51st Maintenance Battalion.
His wife, Martha, lives at
220 E. College St., Union City
Tenn.

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

2.5
26
27
28
29
U. S. ARMY, VIETNAM 30
(AHTNC) Jan. 9 - Army Pri- 31
vate Thomas F. McCollum, 20,
son of Mrs. Martha Brunswick,
206 Wellington St., Hickman,
Ky., was assigned as a subsist- 25
ence storage specialist with the 26
1st Logistical Command in 27
Vietnam, Dec. 12.
28
His father, Leonard T. Mc- 29
Collum, lives at 011 Cattlett 30
St., Hickman, Ky.
31
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Come over to the taste
of Ten High, a true
Bourbon of Hiram
Walker character and
quality. Sip it slow and
easy. You'll be doubly
glad you joined us—
when you remember
Ten High's welcome
price!

0
(tr) rain
.25 rain
.5 rain
.25 rain
.25 rain
2" rain, snow

Ism best kedge beg

LIQUOR

86 PROOF

0p1/4l5A WALKER

,)
TEN NIGH
mow,
11R8I6H1
WHISKEY

Si,.AU..

1969

See on
Milian
.

06 proof • Hiram Walker /I Sons Inc.. Peoria, III

T,
HIGH

3/41,11)0E1) PRINT

After 28 Years

THE NEWS

Homer Davis Leaving
Graves Health Post
0 .1)111 2. 1970

Butts
Awards

on January 2,
les Butts, presie Outfitters and
Ian for Harvey
• received aannouncing the
Robert Bowen,
'0 Dealer Sales
"Many times a
this honor, the
won in 1969 by
percent increase
es over a year
percent over-all
e year. Since it
TTO dealer in
has placed conig our top ten

Homer E. Davis, administrative
ULTON. KENTUCKY
assistant and registered laimitarlan with the Graves County Health
Department for 28 years, will retire on March 31
money
was
provided through the
Davis has been associated with the local health department
Hill-Burton Act. The center was
since March 25, 1942, and has worked under ten county health
dedicated
in
1953.
officers, all MD, and four state
7th and Lochridge Streets, and
During Davis' tenure as ad
health conunissloners.
worked tirelessly for several" ministrative assistant for the
He was Instrumental in securyears to raise $10,000 locally for
ing the present Health Center, at the project. The remaining Graves County Health Department, the unit made great
strides in such projects as environmental health, immunization programs, milk inspections,
heart clinics for indigent children and dental clinics.
In 1964, Davis was named
Call Us
"Sanitarian of the Year" in Kentucky and reeived a $100 savings
479-9082
bond and a handsome certificate.
Prior to joining the health department, Davis operated a service station for a number of
year, and was agent for Illinois
Oil Co. He serve two terms on
OUR LOUNGE ROOM IS NOW OPEN
the Mayfield City Council, two
terms as Graves County coroner,
and was deputy coroner for
three terms.
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You expect us
to have better
used cars.
And we do.
BRICKS
$2575.

Kentucky tag, green, power and air

South Fulton
19-1864
mid -LInekvm

1967 Skylark Convertible

:Gee Carpeting
Modern and

1966 LeSabre 4-Door Sedan

$1775.
$1675.

1966 Riviera 2-Door

having claims
G. Hathcock,
mired to prove
required under
Lucky and file
three months
all persons
are advised to

$2375.

ONDURANT
tATOR WITH
INEXED
on Street
[entuelcy 42040

1966 Electra 4-Door Sedan

Stan Hurt

$1775.

Tennessee tags, maroon color, power steering and brakes;
factory air.

YOUR CHOICE
Good Quality
Oil Base or Latex

INSIDE LATEX

WALL PAINT
Good $2.99 Gal
Best $3.99 Gal.
Railroad Salvage
Company

OPEL
$1675.

1968 Impala 2-Door Hardtop

$2175.
$2475.

White, power steering and brakes, air, black vinyl roof.

1-Hour Cleaning 1-Day Shirt Service
WEST STATE LINE.FULTON

Drive-in Window Service
PHONE 472-2525

E.s aso

LOWEST PIKES

NO 111001TNIT INSTAUSENT
DUE FON 90 MTV
UP TO in CASN DISCOUNT!
Beat the heat two ways:

buy early to get
lowest
prices -

ruopugtoh

bo-Jigs cheaper by

The Leader Sporting Goods
guarantees thic bait to catch
bass or your money back.

the dozen!
5

ELMER'S

Crappie Jig
Styrofoam Minnow

Reg.

$1475.

1966 Caprice 4-Door Hardtop

POP'S

Kentucky title, red, V8, automatic, power steering and brakes,
air.

y,

$1.19 Doz.
JAP Jigs_
Doz. 79c

salhuh‘"-

$4.99
NEW Pflueger
t. Glass

s

-7.E TROLLING

SPINNING ROD

MOTORS

Special!

FORDS

Reg. $50

1969 Torino 2-Door Hardtop

$2175.

$199.95
U.N..'
$12.00
MODEL A14084L I M
YOU FEE $187.95
Westinghouse DEHUMIDIFIER KEEPS
• Removes 25 pints of
AIR DRY!
water a day

Tennessee title, red, V8, automatic, power steering, bucket
seats, console

1966 &Axle 500 4-Door Sedan

WILL
WE'LL PUT A NEW LINE
your reel JUST LIKE 'THE
FACTORY DOES, with our
Line Winding machine. You
get an oil charge and gross*
lob at no extra charge. (We
use Berkley "Trileno" line)

(You know the one!

3 for 79c

$1475

Kentucky tag, biege color, V8, automatic, power steering, air,
power brakes.

$32J5

CRAPPIE RIGS

Pflueger 200-yd.
15-lb. test

ka9.999

See one of these salesmen: Mike Williams. Warren Tuck, Manus
Williams, Aubrey Taylor, Vernon Spriggs or Dan Taylor.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK
FULTON. Y.

472-2466

LINE
99c

Everything In our Sporting
Goods Department is
CHEAPER by the DOZENI

Leader Store Sporting
Det
a
LIBADVIII STORM

L

STRIP

. FUL

• 8000 BTU's of
cooling power
• 2-speed fan
• 11.position thermostat
• Adjustable air-jet vanes
• Easy Installation

Westinghouse "SOUTHERNER"
18,000 BTU AIR CONDITIONER
• 11.position thermostat
fun
3p•
Vent ci:ntroI
• Adjustablerr.jet vanes
• High performance
dehumidificatien
newisenin $309.95

holdwom Pa.

8
9

$2.88

GET UP TO $20 CASH DIRECT FACTORY

Westinghouse HIGH CAPACITY
AIR CONDITIONER

Devil Jigs

SPINNING REEL

$1675.

149.95
$5.00
YOUR PRICE $14495
•

When you buy may el the speciel
Wentinghouse Discount Modals, you p1
a Factory Discount Certikate Send it
te WrintInglsouse enth your watonty
cord
you'll reser. I check ter the
Amount mire entitled lot

$1.80 Doz.

\ Bucket
•./
(1 SALE! 69c

WESTINGHOUSE COMPACT 5000 BTU
ROOM AIR CONDMONER
• Lightweight- carry it home!
• Plugs in like a lamp!
Pre-Season Price
• Installs in minutes
• 2-speed fan, adjustable less Discount
louvers
• 11.positIon thermostat

MODEL AC05417Q

(Made in USA)

Zebce "404"

Tennessee title, red, V8, standard transmission, 327 engine.

$20 CASH DISCOUNT
on special models!
Offer
good Mar
March l5 through
April 1 5, 1970,

look at This Value!

39c

in sixes 2, 3, 4

$1975.

_

1967 Camaro 2-Door

HIGHWAY 307 AT THE PARKWAY

FEIVIE NTS

Happy Day Professional Cleaners

Mepps BLACK FURY

Tennessee title, maroon color, V8, automatic

I BOURBON
ISKEY
sew*
16;k/earls

G

AIR CONDITIONERS

BAITS
Pick a Choice

Tennessee title, blue, V8, automatic, power steering, bucket
seats, console.

HIGH

WINTEF

Westinghouse

One Tablet

$2975.

1968 Impala 2-Door Custom Coupe

c")

foR AR YOUR

each 5c

Tennessee title, green color, 4-speed, radio

Green color, V8, automatic transmission, power steering,
factory air.

WALKER.,

STORAGE

BOBBERS

1969 Open Station Wagon

1969 Impala 4-Door Sedan

4s.„A46

BCD

'Cheaper By The Dozen" Sal;

This is the new

IRAN

.
-When Fall cornea, back
some your winter garments
on hangers,beautifully dryeaned and freshly pressed.L
he storage has cost you
thing! You pay for the dryeaning at the regular rate,
and you don't have to pay
VW until Fall."

$775.

Kentucky tag, turquoise color, V8, power steering and brakes

1968 Chevelle 2-Door Hardtop

trite

A

['ERE'S WhAT

"regularly under new procedures for hearing said matters,"
the board said.
It referred to guidelines set
down early this month by U.S
District Judge James F. Gordon
when he recessed a hearing ir
Louisville on a suit brought by
nine students on ground they
had not followed proper channels after their suspension by
Childers.
Gordon also said such a suspension had to be upheld by the
school board after giving affected students the right to appeal.
The eight students are Ralpt
Fitzpatrick, Eddie Dean, Jimmy Moore, Ben Jones, Lonnie
Hagler, Ronald Cobb, Harold
Ware and George Holloway, said
Supt. Harold Garrison.

CHEVROLETS

ALK El

"Just take your heavy things and put them
in a giant hamper, also furnished free. Fill it,
return it and forget it until Fall.

HICKMAN, Ky.
- Eight Fulton County High School stulents who refused to .nave in compliance with a school dress
code were expelled by the county school board Friday "until
such time as they shall obey the rules and regulations."
John C. Bondurant, attorney for the board, said, "As I understand it, they cannot return to
their decision.
classes until they shave."
In the order, the board said
Suspended two weeks ago by
Principal Bobby Childers, the the clean-shaven provision of
eight appealed and have con- the dress code "is a reasonable
tinued to attend school pending one that is not in any way discriminatory."
the board's decision.
The board said it heard testiThe vote to uphold the suspensions was unanimous, as the mony from teachers and stuhoard's four members signed a dents at the high school supportthree-page order explaining ing the dress code and from the
eight students against it.
The decision was reached

Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.

1966 LeSabre 4-Door Hardtop

ate If Sunday School Dept. and

Fulton County High
Students Expelled

$2.99 Gal.

Brown, V8 motor, automatic transmission

Kentucky tag, blue, power brakes and steering, air

)R'S NOTICE

ANT TO gET
A1EThiNq FOR NOThiNq?

HOUSE PAINT

Kentucky tag,ireen, power steering and brakes, factory air
Carpeting

Sian Hurt Receives "Golden
Eagle" Award In Scouting

EN

1968 Electra 225 4-door Sedan

RE & CO.

ass ard u as by Charles Walker.
Tenn.
Stan is in Scout Troop 42 hav- Scout Master of Troop 42
ing served as patrol leader and uhieli is sponsored by the Lions
be served as counselor in the club.
Mr. Walker, Stan and hi,
Scout Craft Dept. at Camp
Shin-Go-Beek. Vi'aupaca. Wis- mother were dinner guests of
consin last sumnier. He now the_ Lions Club.- - Stan Hurt. In year old- son of member of the Youth Choir.
holds the position of Junior AsCongratulations to the secLiberemployed
at
the
Ile
is
Covington
ond eagle protium by Troop
Mrs. Sue liurt, 208
sistant Stout Master.
42
for 1970.
Drive. South Fulton, Tenn. re- ty Super Market, South Fulton,
Presentation of the Eagle
ceived his Eagle award, the
highest rank in scputing Friday, March 27, 1970 during as
impressive ceremony at the
Lions ntlb Luncheon held at
the Park Terrace.
Stan is a Junior at South
Itulton High School where he he
active in all school activities,
member of the football team,
letter club and spoils editor
"How would you like to get your entire
of the Scarlet Flash paper.
winter wardrobe stored FREE this sumStan is a member of the First
mer? No more crowded closets, no more
Baptist Church. Fulton. Ky.
work and worry!
and is active in the Intermedi-

-Try Our Pizza -Call Us

Sunday Open 5 p. m.To 8 p. in. 479-9082

SECTION

Of in terigt-TO-flffiareit-

THURSDAY,-APRIL 2, 1970

Barbecue

FRIE C

11n01111

MO.

.5

• High capacity for best
protection from rust,
mildew and rot
• Adjustable Humidistat
• Danish Walnut vinyllaminated MAI! ciAbinet

95
u..01...1
$5.00
iuipect $124.95
PalmsPEA 4112u.

MODEL EHJ25

20

MODEL AS1841!

5
00
0:9
lict $1 9
Tom
T

IlholloteA•••• Ilationrldo

suit SERVICt protects

ain

VOW ON* Weehngheese /of
Coodlhoner el ()ohne...Sifter
so matter wt.. T.
www, 1. the U.S.A.
You're ewers sure .4!.,l.
quelety repairs - with free
parte end free labor tat
the Rot yeerl

Stile service
•

•

Save an additional $10 on above prices if you live on the
Hickman-Fulton H.E. C. C.lines!

WESTERN AUTO STORE
202 Lake Street

Fulton

9

NATIONWEIE

Telephone 472-1774

i•

smuDaEn

Fulton, Ky.

Without Farewell Toast, State's
'Bourbon Line' Railroad Runs Dry
— 'received federal permission to And so two of thei line's four rangement was worked out to
FRANKFORT, Ky. ,
red switch-engines rocked and spare the firm's spending
Without so much as a farewell 'abandon its daily nin.
toast, Kentucky's 903-year-old Even more important than tooted through the pastures of scarce dollars on an electric
"Bourbon Line" railroad has transferring bottles and barrels Kentucky's Bluegrass for the crossing signal.
of bourbon from here to Georgetime Friday, taking five The train's young three-man
Georgegone dry.
town was the bringing in of boxcars out and bringing four crew may have some worries
BE KIND TO YOUR GUESTS
'The line, formally called the corn, rye, malt and coal to the back. The barking dogs, wavabout the line's future with a
Frankfort and Cincinnati Rail- distilleries. Those distilleries ing children and scampering
six-mile route, but they say
road,
made
its
last
23
-mile
trip
buffet
is
to
were
serve
National's
good
idea
A
Old Grand Dad rabbits would no longer look up they will stay until the end—If
Last year, about this time, I
Friday carrying Kentucky's plant at Elsinore, on the edge in wonder or fear.
• wrote a column oil how you could That way guests can pick and
that must come. The line will
outwit your hostess. u dealt with choose what they want, avoiding
most famous product to a hook- of Frankfort, and Schenley's Indicative of the loss of
continue to serve the two disthe perils of being a guest during items they may feel are more
up with the Southern Railroad George T. Stagg distillery just grandeur of railroading was the
tilleries but will run only bethe Holiday season if you had a than they want. It's more festive,
In Georgetown, Ky.
spectacle of the train screech- tween those plants and Frankoutside town.
too, I think, especially if you go
weight control problem.
A change in production at ing to a halt at a main street fort for a hookup with the LouWell, today let's talk about that out of your way to decorate the
Plagued by the troubles com- Stagg, which will cease making of a subdivision outside Frank- isville & Nashville line.
from the standpoint of you being buffet table with ornaments and
the hostess. In other words, how other trappings of Christmas that
mon to short line railroads and whisky certain months in the fort, as the brakeman descend- ".1 don't think there's anyyou can be considerate of your surpass what you could place on
caught by a production cutback year, made the precarious fi- ed to halt traffic.
thing better than railroading,"
guests and not load them up with the dining room table.
In one of the two major nancial structure of the railroad The line's general manager, Bill Durham, the 28-year-old enunwanted calories.
• If you're serving cocktails, redistilleries it serves. the F&C no longer tenable.
Bruce Bathe, sx said that ar- sineer, said with an easy smile
You could, of course, serve rich member that probably the greatfood if you also provide enough est source of extra calories you
over the roar of the locoexercise to work off the excess can press on your guess comes
motive.
from
take
this
source.
Let
people
calories. We discussed this busiDurham, who has a wife and
Bountiful
ness of being able to eat more if it easy. Don't be Lady
with the bottle.
four children, has been with the
you exercise enough in last week's
line three years and would like
Allow Restraint
column. Thus, if you live on a ski
to go with another line if that
slope, or want to stage a winter
And as you serve hors d'ouvres,
F&C folds. But he conceded it
cross-country hike, rich foods for allow your guest to exercise reyour 'guests would be ell right.. straint. If you've a friend that inmight be hard getting on with
. But for the average hostess, who sists on being helpful every mina larger line.
Four of these counties have cerns, he said.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The Comas simply going to entertain her ute by running around your party
prehensive Health Planning only one nurse and one clerk to "Building up the staff will not Richard Phillips, the 21-yearfriends in the living or family with the trays of goodies, get her
Council of the Purchase Area supervise the TB program. The result in the need for more TB old conductor, has been with
- room, let's figure on a less rich to relax, to stop unloading hors
d'ouvres on your guests as fast
Development District has rec- nurses must fit the program into funds in the area. In point of the line 11 months and the
and less vigorous routine.
as they can be turned out in the
fact, preliminary studies show brakeman, Byrl Manley, also
ommended that tuberculosis other variotts duties.
What Te Avoid
kitchen. People will take one
Miss Ruth Cole, a member of that with a stronger staff and no 21, started about 10 ....MA
funds for the area be concenYou can avoid rich -gravies, all every time the tidy paawca, eithei
• gravies, in fact. And you can trim absently, or feeling they must. trated on building up the public TB Control Task Force surveyed TB hospital, the area TB pro- ago. Both say they "love it"
the fat from all meats you will Better to leave the stuff at the
the hospitals in the region con- gram could function more effi- and would like to stay on.
health staff.
serve. Buy leaner cuts of meat. buffet table where they have to
The council said It fee4 a cerning their attitude toward ac- ciently on one-half to two-thirds Despite its name, the F&C's
Avoid offering, especially forc- at least walk to get it.
of present TB funds even after tracks never pointed northward
public health staff would cepting TB patients.
ing. second helpings on guests.
You may feel this all smacks strong
addition of new stafff," Dr. northward toward Cincinnati,
the
findings
basis
of
the
"On
the
eventually
feasible
snake
more
It
Do not serve bread and rolls in of something less than hospitali80 to 90 miles away.
excess. Easy on salad dressings ty. But we ace, after all, talking
to phase out the Madisonville of the task force I believe that Burnett said.
Originally, the line was
and oils. Try to avoid large pieces about how to help your guests Sanatorium.
if necessary funds were availTransit Operators
known as "Kentucky Midland"
of cake or pie as desserts. Apd eat with less excess. You and
The Tuberculosis Control Task able for clinics, for case finding,
don't be upset if some guest leave other hostesses will get twice the
Force of the Purchase Area's for followup on suspect cases Earn $3.71 An Hour and it was intended to go into
part of their dessert at their thanks in January if your guests
Comprehensive Health Planning and for the hospitalization of ac- WASHINGTON — Union wage the coal fields in Eastern Kenplace, or turn it down entirely. have no weight-losing to do.
tucky.
Council reviewed tuberculosis tive cases the Purchase Area scales for local-transit operating
control within its region and Development District could ade- employes in the United States But the line never extended
quately care for all the TB cases averaged $3.71 an hour last further than 41 miles to Paris
published a report.
In Bourbon County, which gave
The investigation disclosed within the region and within the July, 7.8 per cent above a year
earlier, according to the Bureau Its name to the corn whisky
that, at the time, of EST regis- home community," she said.
that was first distilled there in
tered cases In the region, only
Her survey shows three hos- of Labor Statistics.
charrea oar turrets and later
125 are active. Only 12 of the pitals take TB patients now and
became famous.
Madisonactive cases are in the
three others would if funds were
Passenger service was dieville Sanatorium.
available.
Now open for business — Guns of all kinds, all kinds of
report
also
The task force
Dr. Clem Burnett, a specialist
sporting goods for the fisherman, hunter, camper, pickshows that the major part of the in internal medicine and a memprofoliowup
control
and
TB
nicker, handyman. COME SEE US,
ber of the Purchase Area Comgrams In the region are operat- prehensive Health Planning
ed by under-staffed count} Council, says a stronger public
health departments.
health staff is imperative before
The Purchase Area Develop- the TB hospital at Madisonville
Ballard,
includes
District
ment
can be phased out.
(Formerly Broadway Gun Shop)
Carlisle, Hickman, Fukon, McThe question of money and ef426 Lake St. Fulton Carnell Wilson, Owner Cracken,
Graves, Marshall, and ficiency in caring for TB paCalloway counties.
tients is one of his top con-

Council Would Use TB Funds
To Build Public Health Staff

WE HAVE MOVED TO
426 LAKE STREET!

WILSON'S SPORTING GOODS
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continued in 1952 and the
Georgetown-Paris run was
abandoned In 1957. And now 17
miles more have been dropped,
relegating the proud railroad to
little more than a grain and
whisky toting trolley line.

MAJOR
POINTS
MINOR,
By 50110011

TOO
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You • can come overnight by
train, with excellent pullman
service, for a fare of $2.93
plus S4.01 for a roomette. The
bus takes 9 hours to make the
trip through spectacular scenery,
of

you can drive in about 8

hours.— Lenore Lee.
•••
the little boy answered the
door bell and, discovering
brush salesman on the steps,
called out, "Hey, Mommy, it's
a Ilse commercial!"

Or

CILIAMS11101

11131111111•11111111
MEXICAN VIGNETTE
OAXACA: This is achanning
colonial city, filled with reminders of the ancient Spanish
days, not only in the buildings
around the beautiful mid-city
plaza, or Zocalo, but also in
other structures, including the
courtyard homes which are so
attractive.
Oaxaca is a city of flowers.
They bloom everywhere in this
semi-tropical climate, blessed
with much sun but at an altitude where the heat is not
oppressing.

Til
E.W.JAMES SONS
SUPERMARKET

BLACK POTTERY
In Oaxaca is one of Mexico's
most interesting native markets.
It is open each day, but on
Rsturdays thc natives come In

from the nearby villages to
spread their wares in time-accustomed places' on the streets
and sidewalks, and the scene
becomes a photographer's
dream. Such colors, such a profusion of fruit and vegetables!
Plus offerings of that wonderful
black Oaxaca pottery, so delicate
and fine.
Oaxaca has several hotels.
Best known is the Hotel Victoria, on the hillside facing east
and overlooking the city. The
Victoria has a group of cottages
on three sides of a large
swimming pool, all set within
a beautiful garden.
Mexicana Airlines flies here
from Mexico City in 45 minutes.

WANTED
Swarms of

Pride

Of

C

honey bees.

March 28 to June is the
swarming season, weather
permitting. I will pay •
small fee for them. Call
479-1733, South Fulton. Peeisle living within 20 miles of
Fulton may call collect.
Anyone I promised homy
for swarms of bars last
year, come by July 1st and
pick it up.
The U. S. Department of
Agriculture is the authority
for the statement that at
least fifty of our planted
crops are dependent largely
or in part on the honey be*
for proper fertilization.
Anyone wanting bees for
pollination of alfalfa, the
clovers, vetch, etc., may
contact

c(
on
Show Bo

Allen's Apiary
311 Holmes Street
South Fulton, Tennessee

GIVE IflOolUIR HOE......

a new look

DEL
MON
CHU:
-Ans

Draperies

PE
sil

are
INSULATED
with
BURLTHERM
to Keep
Rooms

OIL
TI!

FULTON, KY.

Burlington House
2- PIECE SPANISH

PRIN1

JAMISON

LIVING ROOM SUITE

SOFA -SLEEPER

RED or BLACK

COMPLETE WITH MATTRESS

$162.50

$159.95

3 - PIECE MODERN
SLEEP GUARD

BEDROOM SUITE

PEDIC MATTRESS

COMPLETE WITH
good Mattress and Box Spring

WITH BOX SPRINGS

$69.95

$179.95

*************************1c***********************

Cooler in Summer...
Warmer in Winter
I NEVER NEED IRONING! I
• Self-lined

5 - PIECE

VINYL

DINING ROOM SUITE

LINOLEUM

• No Ironing

LARGE SELECTION

• Won't Fade or Discolor

MAPLE FINISH
7 - Pc.With Extension Table

_ 3118.00:
S159.00*

$1.10 Sq. Yd.

************************4***********************

• Machine Washabk

• Won't Sun-Rot
• "Hidden Asset"
Pleating

50x84-I NCH

LARGE
3 PrECE

SWIVEL ROCKERS

TABLE SET

NAUGAHYDE COVERS

*

$42.50
PLATFORM ROCKERS

$2,..i

COFFEE TABLE, 2 END TABLES

$19.95

WADE FURNITURE
*
CO
112 Lake St

Fulton, Ky.

9
p

9.

Burlington House

Burltherm draperies won't crack or peel; won't fade,
.even
after repeated washings. Cotton and rayon damask discolor or sun-rot..
in antique /told, white,
seafoam and champagne. "Hidden Asset" pleating ..weave
. Burlington's unique sewing
technique that makes pleats stay pleated for the
life of the drapery.
OTHER SIZES AND COLORS AVAILABLE ON
SPECIAL ORDER*

• Avocado
Nide
Nee
InoW
flesa•

• Champagne

.5 101 Mae..
rot
4011.M made
.ssase WY"

• Geld

........
02211
4fttf

• Burgundy

1111111dIft...•***seems•41/411.

•India

illiMe••••••••••••••Jain

INar,

Ai

.........inst
mut

rRANSP
•
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MARTIN HI-WAY SOUTH FULTON,

1.Volume 3
Only $1.99
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59c FRYERS
OLEO
CORN
49t PICNICS LB49
541
890BACON
COBoatFFEE
lorB
670 WAX
IVORY
y
218oz
.
JSCUITS_fulTi_ 15c ROAST
_
TUNA 1 PUREX 1 HAMBURGER 1
59 I
3ts21/2890PICNICS
M
TALL
SELIVION 790
Clink RoastL55C Pork Chop ib.69c
mu7TE
DEL
COCKTAIL
$1 BACON
79
OIL
55 COFFEE I. oz.$1
Fish Stick
6
39t ORANGE
TISSUE
990
IFrui
ME
t
AT
Pies
$1
PIE
3
S
WI
$1
o a oes
5
FLORID,A VACATI
f 1 10
POTATOES 20BLABI9
2
FIRST PRIZE! APPLES tos:z2e59 Radishes
7 Days 6 Nighis
190
LETTUCE
394
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rif honey bees,
to June is the
season, weather
I will pay •
for them. Call
uth Fulton. Peoithin 20 mikes of
call collect,
promised honey
of bees last
by Arty lit and

Pride Of Ill. Golden Whole
kernel
a
or Cream 303
Style
cans

GOVT. INSPECTED
FULLY DRESSED

YELLOW
SOILDS

FOLGER'S

12 oz.
Pkg.

FRANKS

CHICKASAW
SLICED RINDLESS

POUND
CAN

LIQUID— Dish

LB69
0

FRESH

Detergent

6

9

32 oz
Bottle

3:11 0t

Imes Street
Iton, Tennessee

Lb.790

PORK CUTLETS A
FRESH COUNTRY STYLE

PFSOIriertcs;hd
13.

Lb.490

SAUSAGE

BOSTON BUTT PORK'

LB.59

•glemo—wielee-

'
.
41 .
1 .'

.
10.10..i..D.

— CHICKEN PARTS

BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
WINGS
BACKS & NECKS

MEAT

DEL

••▪ ••61•41•

260

REELFOOT SMOKED

ARMOUR

t

Show

WHOLE
LB.

SAVE 90C

-am. -.sow ..ine...eow.eme...,
ms

s Apiary
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KING
SIZE

DETERGENT
WITH
COUPON

[ES & SONS
MARKET
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South Fulton sse

The prices in this ad Good From Wed.
8:00 Thru Tuesday, April 7th.
We Reserve The Right To Limit
Quantities.

of Illustrated World Encyclopedia —NOW on sale for

Fulton, Ky.

3
6
ca:oz $11

BLEACH
LIQUID

1

CHUNK

Jug
Gal. 490 I
I
...m...m...m....m..iimm. ..40..

..em—am...m...m.....m.

FRESH
GROUND

Fresh
°I Fresh
-LB.
A LIVER
89c
GIZZARDS Lb. 39c
-allow. sio. -..m.sins..m■—■■••.. -411....m....m. -.vow
...m.
—

FRESH PORK

PEACHES

Lail Rpm

LB

HUNT'S

CHIEF CHUM

SALMON

USDA CHOICE 1st cut

SCOTT-

TOWELS

1st Cut

59C
45C

Tall Can

2 Roll Pkg.

Lb. 59c
Lb. 55c
Lb. 55c
Lb. 29c
Lb. 10c

MISS LIBERTY
SLICED RINDLESS

303
can

LB

CRISCO

FOLGER'S INSTANT

59

24 oz.
Bottle

I
SM
O
OW
KEDL
(B
S
Y THE PIECE)

jar

WALDORF
Bath Room

NORSEA

8 oz$111
Pkg.

LB.

Juice
Snow Crop Frozen

ROLL
PKG.

60Z.
CANS

-Now .lem.

MORTON'S

FROZEN FRENCH FRIED bg
3
90

MORTON'S

8 oz
Pies

wallas wines- willnaw

_ t

wane.

RED

'c

.evat
white,

sewing

ba

WASHED

'
b------1FRESH CRISPY Cello Bag

RED DELICIOUS ir

For

ICE BERG
JUMBO HEAD

AT FABULOUS FLORIDA RESORTS
ON EAST OR WEST COASTS
VACATIONS INCLUDE:

'VISIT OUR
STORE
FOR DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION NOT INCLUDED

▪

.4

%4

leaturin vary at each resort
Fill Fishrng
Fill Golf
Fill T MIMS
Fill Cocktail Parte*,
Fill Chacce Loungas
Fill I.. B Qua
rill MoMo...Fill Bingo
fill Poolsocle Entartainrnont
fill Woactio Roast,
Fill Night Club Shows
Solaro..
Ball Wale. Show
Fill Stottenbath
SHOPINBIG
DOG RACING
JAI-ALAI
—
—
MOSSO RAONG
—
NIAltRY

ran

caucus

EACH

CRISPY YELLOW

LEMONS

Dozen

LIBERTY CO

ON

DETERGENT

TIDE

King Size

CARROTS 2- 1 lb.ba

(Save 90c)

59t

With This Coupon and $5.00 Additional
Purchase. Excluding tobacco & Dairy
Products
' Void After April 7th
_

19t

LIBERTY COUPON
MOTHER'S BEST

MEAL

5 Lb.Bag
WITH COUPON
Void After April 7th

394

SMUDGED PAIN'

GILBERTSVILLE. Ky.
—The Kentucky Young Democrats will eulogize the late Vice
President Alben Barkley at a
dinner here May n.
The eulogy will be delivered
by Bill Powell of Paducah, a
newsman who covered Barkley's
colorful political campaigns and
knew him intimately.
Don Mills, president of the
Kentucky Young Democrats,
said the organization hopes to
make the dinner an annual affair.

NEW
FERRY HOURS

such as the 20th Century Limited. Golden State and Chief have
not passed completely into oblivion.
Scale models of these famous
flyers are making more and
More runs every year—across
the basements and attics of
America.
A model railroading magazine
estimates that 150,000 Americans engage in the hobby, spend
more than $41 million annually
and keep a bit of Americana
alive at the same time.

Beginning Saturday, April 4
begUi operating
16 HOURS DAILY

6:A.M. TO 10 P.M.

In Dollars and Cents?

Save time, enjoy the scenic
beauty of the beautiful Mississippi
river by taking the SHORTEST
ROUTE TO Poplar Bluff, Sikeston,
Cape Girardeau, St. Louis
and other points in Missouri.

Who would take care of the children —
Who would do the cooking, Ironing, Washing
etc., etc., etc. If she were no longer there? Prudential has a plan you need to know about.
TOMMY SCEARCE
Prudential Insurance CGinpany
im............., Phone 472-2562

(

HICKMAN
FERRY CO.

1.II.NOMP.4 FIEMPOIMIM111.0.1...41.4=1•14

MEN URGENTLY NEEDED

Page 4
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Young Democrats Model Trains
CHICAGO, Ill.
— Those
To Eulogize Veep great-name
trains of America,

IS

TO INVESTIGATE
ACCIDENTS—BIG PAY,
NEW CAR FURNISHED,
EXPENSES PAID

Post
Censu

The U.S. Pos
dtstributinn of qt
the 1970 census o
housing Saturdal
the heuser-to-hcs
Ancli will be n
enumerators.
Families are t
the forms and hi
when the census
collect them.
The form contz
Bone about ever:
household and 13
the dwelling. TT
tormatice asked
pate, address, s
allooth and
asetber married
relationship to 11
household.
Questions shot
include the mur
Making facilities,
if rented or owr

tasetaireuiettoorswei.s.

Hugh Lattus, Owner and Operator
Hickman, Ky.

When hurricane Camile struck, thou
sands of Claim Adjusters were called in
to investigate damages and pay out
millions of dollars in insurance claims
In fact thousands of men are urgently
needed now to train for exciting action
careers investigating the growing millions of accidents caused by car wrecks,
plane crashes, train wrecks, tornadoes,
hurricanes, hail and windstorms, riots,
theft and fires. No other field offers
more opportunity for action, advancement or security. National In
surance Adjusters School can show you how to enter this booming
beta Train at home in spare time Employment assistance For
Free details, mail coupon TODAY No obligation.

WHITE OLIVER 1855

A

SUE

a brand new
turbocharged diesel

LAD1

APPROVED FOR VETERANS UNDER NEW 0.1. RILL

WIG
$14.1

NATIONAL INSURANCE ADJUSTERS SCHOOL, Dept 28-D
A Division of National Training Institute

Box 16148, Memphis, Tenn. 38116
Name

Where did all the birds come from?

_Aga

AddreSis
City_

State

Phone

Zip

Los eland has been Ins aded by birds,
and city officials are wondering what
to do about it. Here, City Atty. Lynn

Eligible for VA Benefits?

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
A-WEEK 7 to 11

(The following article sent to the News by
a reader in Frisco, Colorado should be of interest to citizens and officials of the twin
cities.)

$2.47 89c
Fulton's Only Convenience
Store With
RED CARPET SERVICE

Git-

Go

HARVEY and MARY JEFFREY
41.51 BY-PASS

PHONE 472-1821

Loveland's City Council has decided to end it all
for the 50,000 starlings and blackbirds meeting nightly
In the city's cemetery.
we won t spra,v unless conditions
Council has voted to kill the are right, we understand the
n isv hints with a detergent birds will die within an hour to
chemical. City Mgr. Does Hata- an hour and a half," he said.
way said Wednesday.
"The ideal thing would tat
The chemical counteracts the lor It to be raining. In that
protective cil in the birds' feath- vase they would ,die almost
er::. Hataway said, and they die Immediately."
Council voted to kill the birds
of exposure.
He said the spraying process Tuesday night at a meeting ats` mild take place sometime next tended by Loveland residents, a
professor of ecology at the Unisweet'.
versity of Colorado, a doctoral
Right conditions
candidate in zoology at the Colo"We need a day when the tem- rado State University. and a
peratures are in the 30-to-35 de- representative from the Latigree range," he said. "So it all mer County Humane Society.
denends on the weather."
The birds have been a subject
This Irving the case, the spray- of controversy in Loveland.
ing could be done around mid- Cemetery area homeowners
night, he said.
complain about the noise and
-If conditions are right, and the odor from bird-droppings
which blanket the area like
new-fallen snow-.

Bird lovers

!ATTENTION,MLFARMERI

/

Wash 'N
Miracle S
Permat
Curl(

d

Hammond, right, and Asst. City Atty.
John Chilson—carrying some protection

Birds in Loveland
ETTES BEER get death penal
!
CIGA
SIX PACK

Arte

\`:fl

_7">^

Water Valley Home
Destroyed By Fire
— A
FULTON, Ky.,'
one-story frame house, located
just off Highway 45, in Water
Valley, was completely destroyed by fire about 11:30 p.m.
Thursday.
The house was occupied by
Loyd Wiggins and his family.
They were away from home
when the fire was discovered.
A neighbor saw the flames
and called the Fulton Fire Department. Nothing was saved
from the burning building and
the local fireman fought the
blaze until I a.m.
The blaze was thought to have
been caused by defective wiring,
according to Fire Chief Nemo
Williams.

with 98 Certified
pto Horsepower
V New from grille to platform, an ultra-moilern tractor with an ultra-modern
engine. III Turbocharged, 6-cylinder diesel with a diVided-exhaust manifold that
provides strong, steady power at all engine speeds. V New,closed-center hydraulic
system delivers extra "muscle" whenever and wherever you need it, greater lift
at low engine speed. 18 New, self-adjusting, double-disc power brakes—smooth
hydraulic stopping power. V New hydraulic control "of pto: "feather" engagement
to start loads smoothly, 540 or 1,000 rpm. V New wander-free power steering
system reduces drift, includes column that tilts to 5 positions. II New, isolated,
rubber-mounted platform and instrument panel dampens vibrations, reduces heat
and noise transmission. V Optional Hydraul-Shift with on-the-go underdrive and
overdrive offers 3 speeds in each of 6 ranges-18 in all. II Extra wheel guard fuel
tanks boost capacity to more than 100 gallons (standard 35-gallon tank). V Optional cab with air conditioner, gasoline engine (92 Certified pto Horsepower).
V Three types: Row Crop, 4-Wheel Drive, Wheatland/Ricefield.

Caribs Wiped Out
Tribe On Puerto Rico

DUNAVANT TRACTOR CO.
Highway 45-E

SAN JUAN—When Puerto Rico
was discovered by Columbus
during his second voyage, it was
occupied by about 30,000 peaceful Arawak Indians, but they
were soon wiped out by another
resident Indian tribe, the warlike
Caribs.

South Fulton, Tenn.

1
• 4.

Super Spec
Toaster Col

Pot Holds

EWE

You:Choic

17c ea

Plus BIG SAVINGS on WHITE - HOT SPECIALS
On Other TRACTORS and COMBINES

Persons with relatives I itrie.1
in the graveyard are also unhappy.
irBird lovers protest killing the
I
But no one seems to know
how to drive them taw.), Hataway sold.

I CALL US FOR YOUR

LIME FERTILIZER, ANHYDROUS 1
AMMONIA, SEED CORN,
CUSTOM SPRAYING.
— WE HAVE TOP QUALITY —

LIME AND FERTILIZER
Meets all government specifications: high in calcium and magnesium
We accept all Purchase Orders
on lime and fertilizer.

838-6261
CAYCE LIME &
FERTILIZER CO.
Anhydrous Ammonia
Office phone: 838-6261
Cayce, Kentucky
IiiiMPOINWO4111MatHIMMIP041MR4reWNIIPSNIMMOO*INIEWM1111111100!tfellillIIN

The university representatives, Hataway said, urged waiting until fall to spray the popular, elm and evergreen trees in
which the birds congregate, in
hopes when the birds return
near wintertime, there will be
fewer
red-wing
blackbirds
among them.
This is the first year the
blackbirds have turned up
among the starlings, which have
been coming to the area ,for
years.

Easter Eggs
Are Stolen
NORWALK, Ohio
— No
Easter bunny footprints were
found at the scene of an overnight theft of 35 dozen Easter
eggs at the C. A. Tobb farm
near Wakeman In Huron Comity. Sheriff's deputies were working on the case.
The eggs had been dyed for
sale. Deputies said they would
check area stores In an attempt
to match the egg dye.

14E111
"ALL-WEATHER

nr" TIRE

BUY NOW

2

$

4-PLY NYLON CORD
• Clean sidewall design, padial dar
on shoulder
•Triple-tempered nylon CIO cons ctIon
•Buy now at these low price*

TATSIZES
ILSO it 13 Stedman
tubeless plus fed Es
Tax $1.711 per tiro and
two old Urn
MiltwatIN $7.00 owl
Pat liels

7.75x 14
7.75 a 15
8.25 x14

LOW PRICE
$ 1111=
W ME.
FOR
mum
War

7211=ttXteZ...

Site Seta Hours
Supermarkets in the U. S. an
open for business from 56 to 1t6
hours a week, with evening and
Sunday hours more common In
the western part of the nation,
particularly the ,PacifIc region on
Canadian supermarkets operate
fewer hours a week and are
closed all day Sunday.

GOODYEAR
SERVICE
USE OUR EASY PAY PLANI STORES
100 WEST STATE LINE

PHONE 472-1000

FULTON, KENTUCKY

Tires and batteries priced competitively at the following
Dealer:
CHARLES R. BENNETT GOODYEAR
4th & Depot Fulton, Ky.

— Short
— Many:
—Sizes S

970
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Post Office Begins
Census Distribution
The U.S. Post Office began
dstribution of questicsweires for
be 1979 wane of population and
Rousing Saturday l soinince of
the heuseko-houar-ricanyass
be made by census
lath
enumerators.
Families are urged to fill out
the forms and have them ready
when the census takers come to
collect them.
be fonrr contains seven question& about every person in the
household and 13 questions about
the dwelling. The personal information asked for In
Rade, address, sex, race or cola, month and year of birth.
Wilither married or single, and
relationship to the head of the
household.
Questions about the dwelling
include the number of rooms,
cooking facilities, plumbing, and
If rented or owned.

win

ississippi
TEST
Sikeston,
DIAS
in.

perator

Page 5

Mixt of the questions are answered by filling In the proper
tiny circle with a common lead
pencil, making a little black dot
which can be "read" by Census
Bureau machines.
The census taker will check
the questionnaires to see that
the questions have been answered and will give any needed
assistance in filling out an incomplete questionnaire.
At every fifth household, the
enumerator will seek answers to
additional questions covering
population and housing characteristics. These sample questions
will include inquiries on country of birth, schooling, employment, income and related items.
The additional 11Duldng questions
relate to rent 431 value of dwell'
big, heating equipment, water
supply and other facilities and
equipment.

% Loin Sliced

Fresh (3 Lb. Pkg. Or More)

Pork Chops

Lb.

(20-22 Lbs.)

Turkeys

Lb'

Country Treat

WHOLE FRYERS

P. N. HIRSCH

Pork Sausage

Breakfast Bacon

Lb

Rib Steak
Super-Right Beef
4th & 5th Rib

Rib Roast

$14.88 SIIELLS
Wash 'N Wear& $1.50

79C

Lb.

StiL

980
85C

PHASE III fh BATHa
BAR SOAP L
L
With This Coupon

Good Only Al A&P Food Stores
Coupon Expires Sat., April 0

Ann Page

Cake Mixes

Miracle Sired*
Sleeveless
Permanent
Solid Colors
Curled

019-OZ. 79

Reguhr Price Without Coupon

la Boxes /

Limit I Coupon Per Customer

812-0z. $1

Campbell's

Tomato Juice

nS"--SRC1 n°°°\

Cans

EIGHT O'CLOCK
PRICES GOOD
THRU SAT.,
APRIL 4

(SAVE 20i

VEMESSTI

Perfect Family
Size Bar!

BREEZE
DETERGENT

Knit Shirts

390
14:: 790

Sultana

Salad Dressing
Cheese Slices Mel ° Bit
Early Peas sultana
Butter Kernel
Yellow Corn

69t

3 Lb. 1 Oz. Box
With This Coupon
Good Only At A&P Food Stores
Coupon Expires Sat., April 4
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

ALENCIA ORANG

Sizes 2to 7

17 ftcHr.

LB.
CAN

COFFEE
SALE

Door Buster
SAFEGUARD

Super Special!
Toaster Cover
Pot Holder

Lb

AnnrInnry,,ri

Super-Right Beef

Ladies Nylon

Ln ultra-modern
t manifold that
)enter hydraulic
I it, greater lift
brakes—smooth
er" engagement
power steering
New, isolated,
us, reduces heat
underdrive and
thee! guard fuel
• tank). IN Opt) Horsepower).

Hams Lb-890

Store Sliced

Lb.Pkg. $1.45)
1-Lb. Pkg.

No Limit
No Purchase
WHOLE FRYERS

LIMIT 4 WITH $5.00 OR
MORE ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE

SOAP
10c bar

690

Lb

Super Right Fully Cooked

A&P Self Basting

FRESH

790 Ground Beef
49t Semi-Boneless

CM Jar

17-0z.$1
Cans
17 Oz.0Ot
Cans
7Y

125 SIZE

Compare At $10

Your Choice

17c ea.

Big Selection of
Styles & Colors

VIET
— 35% Rayon
— Many Colors

POLE BEANS
Lb. 25c

100% Wool or
,90% Wool & 10% Silk

1

CAULIFLOWER
HEAD

290

irtp

W
PAIUPAr
S

Angel Food

Es

Puff's

Facial Tissue

)2I Off)

8Sk
550
290

L2otvOess.

(Save 10!)

(KING SIZE)

Sultana Freestone

Peaches
Sultana
Fruit Cocktail

LADIES
SPRING AND SUMMER

200 Ct.
Box

WITH COUPON IN AD

32c92.890
390

MOCCOCETA

'7! Off
SHORTENING 42c0,:'
SPRY

69t

29 Oz
Can

With This Coupon
Good Only At A&P Food Stores
Coupon Expires Sat., April 4
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

7c OFF

SHORTENING
GREEN
GIANT./

GREEN
RANT.

11

Regular

^

Wonderfoil
A&P

Grapefruit Sections

3

A&P
16 OL

CANS890

.1111:::SW

SPRY
42 OZ. CAN

NUN GIANT

Niblett

RES
CHOOSE NOW WHILE WE
HAVE A BIG SELECTION!

3

Jane Parker

......• Good Only At A&P Food Stores
C
Coupon Expires Sat., April 4
C.- ,
D,
Regular Price Without Coupon c
Limit I Coupon Per Customer
(----

33

FLATS - LOAFERS
SANDALS

Sandwich Bread (Save 1")
c

With This Coupon

IVORY

ildruction

PRICE
ETA

...„...

LIQUID DETERGENT

MEN'S BARON SHIRTS
— Short Sleeve
— Many Styles & Colors$3
— Sizes 5,M,L & XL

Jane Parker

IVORY
320,. A A
LIQUID
Btu. fey
DETERGENT

FRESH

Sauerkraut

WITH COUPON IN AD

75 Ft.
Roll

590

lona Cream Style

Golden Corn

617

Ox

si

WAGNER'S 32 ox

5':...?„:$1 Orange Drink 3for $1.00

SMUDGED PHD

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, April 2, 1970

Bad Dream

( t,1
,
I.tt

"Where Eagles Dare'

Richard Burton
Clint Eastwood
— A•N•D —
NOTHING EVER HIT YOU UK

'HAMMERHEAD'

School Eyed
For Retarded

Page 6

SALISBURY, Rhodesia
— Tony Rose thought he was
having a nightmare. He woke to
find his horse galloping away
with his bed—and himself still
In it.
On an overnight camping trip
with his horse. Roadrunner,
professional horse trainer Rose
camped alongside the road at
nightfall, fastened his steed to
his camp bed and went to sleep.
Roadrunners was probably
frightened by a snake and made
off, dragging bed and master
behind him. Rose, clad only in
shorts, managed to roll off the
bed. He stopped a passing car
and gave chase, but it took a police patrol car to stop the runa-

A program designed to get the
prcver facts to the proper people
I. being sponsored jointly by the
Onion County Associationfor Retarded Children and the union
City Lions Club.
The groups have brought together a number of experts in the
field of vocational rehabilitation
for the retarded and will use this
as their theme for their 6:30
dinner meeting at Onion County
Central High School on March 30.

at the CELLAR LOUNGE
Open 5: p. in. to Midnight
Maggie Lee & The Percussions
Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday nights
DREANI TAKES SHAPE - - State Finance Commissioner, Albert Christen, left, had
been thinking of a State Center for Archives and Libraries to house the state library,
the library for the blind and the archives and records center. Reno Runck, 24,of
Cincinnati, heard of Christen's idea and, as a thesis project, came up with plans and
a model of the dream building.
(Dick Upchurch Photo)

Herb Cathey & The Classics
Saturday Nights
THE PARK TERRACE in South Fulton
Telephone 901-479-1321

FUL TON

From Colum.•

re.

Steamboat Race
Set For April30

group on "How Obion County
Can Secure a State Vocational
Training Center," and Lee Goodner of Nashville, director of tbe
state work study program, will
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
tell of cooperative school proThe operating board of tbs.
grams.
On the panel with Mr. Dennis Belle of Louisville has anand Mr. Hicks will be Ernest nounced that the big race beGullett and Ronald Massie, both tween the Louisville paddlevocational
counselors from wheeler and Cincinnati's Delta
Dyersburg, Curtis Holbrook with Queen will be held April 30.
the Dyersburg Training Center
and Robert Hawkins of Nashville,
The Belle's passenger list
Supervisor of the Vocational
will be limited to 450-150 more
Training Centers.
Serving as master of cere- than last year when the smaller
monies will be Bill Stricklin, riverboat won the race.

The purpose is tobringtogether city and county leaders in all
fields to show them what can be
done for the mentally and physically handicapped through vocational training facilities.
The group hopes to establish
such a center here for persons
of 16 year/Hof age and older in
to train them for employment.
This plan, however, should not
be confused with the vocational
training school considered for
Mlles, which would be a branch
of the Newborn school.

Publicity is a dangerous
habit; some people make fools
of themselves over a little
bit of it.

The Midnight Aces
Friday Nights

rehabilitation, will address the

FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!

Entertainment for the program
will be furnished by the Memphis Association for Retarded
Children.
Prior to a panel question and
answer period three speakers
will address the group.
Floyd Dennis of Nashville, program coordinator for the mentally retarded, will speak on the
subject of "Retarded Children
Are Being Helped."
Paul Hicks of Memphis, regional director for vocational

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

RESTAURANT
Yulton, Ky,

3RAY CHARLES SHOW

Winning Sign

NOW SHOWING
Thru April 7111

Plans have been formulated at
Murray State University for
"Earth Day" observance April
22.
Preston Berman, a sophomore
from Chicago, Ill., has been selected to serve as chairman of
the MSU Earth Day Committee.
He said the purpose of the nationwide program is "to bring
public awareness of what is happening to our earth."
The program will consist of
an "environmental teach-In," he
added.
The "Earth Day" program is
concerned not only with air and
water pollution, but also with the
population explosion. It began
with an idea from Sens. Gaylord
Nelson and Paul McCiosky, who
wanted to bring attention to the
problems facing the earth.
Since then students at most

(GP) ALL AGES ADMITTED!

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Several business houses compete with each other in the signs
they display. One winner of
fered this observation: "The
of the nation's colleges and uni- last word in fashion often is a
versities have taken up the idea, gasp."
and have developed plans for
the nationwide program. The
students also have opened a
"National Earth Day" office in
Washington to coordinate plans
for the program.
The student committee is
sponsoring the program at MSU,
but support for the program has
come from most student organi- INCOME TAX
returns pre
zations, the faculty and the ad- pared; 35
years experience
ministration.
Wilford Bostick, 207 3rd Street
Phone 472-1547.
The local program began Sunday with concerned students parPART TiimE CAREER
ticipating in a clean-up project AVAILABLE with Sarah Covpicked
up entry, Inc. The world's largest
on Ky. 94. The group
five truck loads of litter from sellers of costume jewelry on
at the party plan. For informadumped
it
highway
and
the
a designated spot on the MSU tion
write Dulsie Howard,
campus to draw attention to the Roue.e 2, Calvert City, Ky.
4MI
"Earth Day" observance.

WANT/Ds)

Wednesday,
April 15 .
UTM
Fieldhouse
MARTIN, TENN.
8:00 P.M.
$3.00 Advance
$4.00 At Door
PRESENTED BY UM
STUDENT GOVERNMENT.

r

o.,NIMININHIMIN.041110.4 k•f/P0.11)41M1M1.0

JOHN DEERE
No Mower Ever Had 'a Bigger Name to Live up to!
If you must walk behind one,
walk behind a good one. Six
Ale' different models of John Deere
Jima
quality mowers to choose from.

For a deluxe Tractor & mower,
go for the 8 h.p. model 110
Tractor with a 38" mower or
the 10 h.p. model 112 Tractor
with a 46" mower.

If you have lots to do and little
time to do it in,go for the 12 h.p.
120 or the 14 h.p. 140, both with
46" mowers. All the deluxe
features with power to spare.

John Deere riding mowers come
in Two Sizes. One has a 5 h.p.
engine and takes a 26 inch cut.
The other has a 6 h.p. engine
and a 28 inch cut. These are
deluxe riding mowers with low
prices.

12- and 14-h.p.

Yes, John Deere has introduced a complete line of Lawn & Garden Supplies. They are on display
at your local John Deere dealer. See or Call

BURNETTE TRACTOR COMPANY
FULTON,KY.

US 45-51 BYPASS

)41•11.04///e<HOMINNII=IN Nelelle0.41•11,04MKNINIIIIK)4111104 Nthithe.oiththog

472-2501

SMUDGED PRINT

414.

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, April 2, 1970

boat Race
or April 30
LLE, Ky.
ting board of the
Louisville has anthat the big race bee Louisville paddle• nd Cincinnati's Delta
II be held April 30.
passenger list
ited to 450-150 more
year when the smaller
won the race.

lies

the

fulton shopper

the ken-tenn area's
HOW

number one

guide

shopping

Since 1965 More Advertisers Have
Used The Fulton Shopper Each Week
Than Any Other Similar Publication
UTM
• NMENT.

In The Area

there's a reason
ower,
el 110
wer or
ractor

S come
5 h.p.
ch cut.
engine
se are
th low

nearly

sell ow

25,000 persons

read the fulton shopper
each
The Shopper is delivered by mail to all
homes in Fulton and Clinton and to all
boxholders on the following routes in
the Fulton trade area:

week
Martin route 3
Clinton routes 1 and 4
Wingo route 1

Fulton routes 1,2,3,4,5
Crutchfield route 1

You can't get more complete coverage than that: it's 100 %.

Dukedom routes 1 and 2
Water Valley routes 1 and 2

And you can't get more accurate delivery than that: it's put right in the
mailbox.
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SWING INTO THE 70's AND YOU'LL SAVE MORE WITH

at E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET!
MAXI-SAVINGS stands for MAXIMUM

yes. MAXIMUM savings for you. Mrs. Hanwasakerl MAXI-SAVINGS
your Food Budget, your Food Money, DOES MORE for you at E. W. James
WE ACCEPT U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE FOOD COUPONS Smoan.
& SimsSupermarket. • MAXI.
AVINGS means HAPPIER SHOPPING btscaum your Food
Dollars now perform at MAXIMUM EFFICTEMCII
They'll DO MORE for you!

HYDE -PARK

U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

BREAD
20 u, Loif4

FRYERS

E. W. JAMES

SWEET MILK

PORK
CHOPS

WHOLE
lb.

For
Gallon

TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S

ICE MILK

1/2 Gai.44

CUT - UP - FRYERS
BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
LIVERS _
GIZZARDS
WINGS
BACKS _
_NECKS

Lb. 33c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 79c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 33c
Lb. 19c
LB. 12c

Roasting

END CUT

PORK-CHOPS

BENTON COUNTY

LOIN CUT

PURE SORGHUM

LU
NC
H
ME
AT
S
ICE CREAM
CORN MEAL

49

5 Lbs:

HEINZ STRAINED

Pickle,
6 oz pkg.C
Pimento,
Liver Cheese3
Bologna,

REELFOOT

10-oz. INSTANT

NESCAFE

Each - —

12 To The Box

LUCKY PIES

3 For

28-oz. 13c Off

BABY FOOD

Each

SLICED

Chicken,
Deluxe,

.$1.35
$1.00
56C

• WITH THIS COUPON

L&M BRAND

2 LB. JAR

PEANUT BUTTER

Each __

22-oz. SIZE

DOVE LIQUID

Each - -

FRISKIE 151 2- oz.

DOG FOOD

SOUTH FULTON TENN.

5

6 for

Shortening

Can_

PEAT - MOSS

50

AIR FRESHNER Each

19t
49C

‘)Frozen Boston Bonnie Band

ga89

Southern Belle

A for $1
VIENNA SAUSAGE 4-oz.
Can wi

CATFISH STEAKS 32-oz. $1*39
CORCNET

2-ROLL

TISSUE

Pk 4 pkgs. _
,%\,1 j I 1 I

DOUBLE

9

Limit 2
Please

Libby's

POTTED MEAT

A

!

1

-oz.
2for
an

294

VALUABLE COUPON

King Size
41b. 1 oz.

Breeze

$1.19
"
"
d mabl•
only at

SIZE
WITH THIS COUPON
1..mrt I coupOH pm
box port habOO

E.W. James & Sons

E04TWi 4/8/70 Without CO.DON

$1.55!

5Bag49

Jolutthan For Eating or Cooking

APPLES 4 Lb. Bag

FRirM - LARGE

PINEAPPLES

Each

DOG FOOD

OrBegiVIAPO

Instant Potatoes

19c

Box

KRAFT 32-oz.

MIRACLE WHIP

MRS. HUBBARD'S

VIVA

With This
Coupon

29c

DIXIE LILY

59

III('PH)\

GRAPLb.EFRUIT

5 441)

59t
D...494

APPLES 4 Lb. Bag _ _

•I'E.W.JANIES M-SONS
"MAX
GS
IIPE1-I11 1111lN "AliHE Acr

Each __

LARGE SINGLE ROLL PAPER TOWELS

2.29

894
VINALLA WAFERS 16-oz. _ _ 29c

694 RattA ORANGES

TO

J.Ntl< !:1'11/11'

•
0.

COFFEE MATE

RED DELICIOUS

11.11.
111
r
7:6'
.)1,

Irlia
c"
TESS PEANUTS 6 24-oz. 3for $1

Limit I Coupon Per Family.

5 Lbs.

••

Brcacied Pork

- - 1 Ot

25 Lb. __,

MULTIPLE
VIT
toot
foe2

sajoRny_orflooric!

16-oz.

1.00 FLOUR

PIN SALM ON ORANGES
16oz. CAN

79t
49t

St
ar
-T771-11

/ PEGS

w, :Jon

And Additional $5.00 Purchase.
Excluding Milk and Tobacco Products.

FLAVOR with LEMON Each _

WIZARD 9-oz. ASSORTED

29C

11; I

••••••••••••••••••••••••
••-..÷. ••
n i
t
TRIAL SIZE 3-oz.
JAZZ BRAND

MICHIGAN

Each

efieterrlitiWAY
)

'
4

BACON MEAT PATTIES

LB.

HYDE PARK 12-oz.

GIANT 32-oz. Throw Away Bottles

PEPSI COLA

7901b.

10JARS

CAN DRINKS

For $01

HOUSER-VALLEY

84i4 iSNOWDRIFT3can

Limit 10 Please

3

ruNN FROZEN

For 4P1 Souse
1-)if

TOP JOB

Apple-Jelly
Apple-Grape
Apple-Blackberry

QUARTER

REELFOOT SLICED

CAN
2 Gal $1.89

18 Oz. JAN BAMA

They're

FESTIVAL OR PARK LANI.,

JACK SPRAT

39

lb.

LAKE BRAND IMITATION

FRANKS 12-oz. Pkg.

1/2 Ga0.54N

LUNCHEON-LOAF

COUNTRY STYLE

CHICKENS
1

ROYAL DANISH CHAMP

Lb. 59:
PORK-CHOPS
Lb. 89t
BREAKFAST-CHOPS Lb. 89C
LOIN-SLICED_
Lb. 69
lb 39C RIBS
Lb 69C
55C BOLOGNA
Lb 39C

REELFOOT

ROYAL GELATIN _ 3 °7*

U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

TANGEE 5-oz. Box Reg.98c

BATH POWDER

REGULAR SIZE

Comet

mum
SUE COMET
WITH THIS

couPoo

WITHOUT

594
comet 1

Now ____

i
GOOD ONLY
1
AT
la!E. W.JAMES.
AND SONS I

OFFER XPIRES_ Expire
April
l....
197!
s2F
7119
8,CE!
.. .C...0
7..ON .,

ICOUPN
I
allAT.0.0,II
1.1.1

$1.49 Size

SCOPE

Now

$1.10

STORE COUPON

SAVE 200
on Thsters
4 oz.size Choice ®
oniy

204

FREEZE-DRIED COFFEE

•
Tobter •
Choi«.

Limit I Per Family

Expires April 8, 1970

212-21,

FULTON

1,- T valuable Coupon

FATIGUE MAT
Erx...-7

7
r

•-••• 1,/
1
4

1.P2 1 1 1

i'"i

.

vatuabie

. .

COMPOn

TI

/
1
4
11Igg 81
4
0
0
/4
Lsrve gize.
-Tough

(2.ons+rt4ci7on
.1. 111 L I

LIII:TP1,14'11'11;

valuable Coupon T.T.z,y.
-refIon
e?tkRE
2111r1‘.
-

:---31111111111111 -

)3f

:
•rd
i
114
• 1 I I a • • 1:
'
42
1 77; 1h' I

fertile price ott-PLIIS A PENNY!

13o-l-tie .too
5'Grain

forthe price ofl-PLUS A PENNYI

the price of1-PLUS A PENNY!

0110Wlem14.11.1.11

forthe price of1-PLUS A PENNY!

ASPIRIN

Valifatqe Co&pon

.:
1111h.
"

TI

Coupon
H Va/uakie
29 Quart

LIGHTER

-H

ro-

Tffi
:

ICE CHEST

41(Star Value

'n 1 vaimab/e co&non 771-r.

Li I:IS 13 LI
Deluxe AC/DC -AM SOUDSWE
-110t13 C,

•*Star

RADIO

Value

Ti

Round-ft-Neck

MIRROR
Faced, Stand Folds Fiat
to -take anywhere

A4.49

59t

*rapt

forthe price on-PLUS APENNYI

forthept1ceol1-P114 A PENNY!

forthepriceof1-PLUS A PENI111

forthePti

fortisprteon-PLUS A WWI

yr!
Star Value

hell•.100

Befall

Ham carte

*star
Value

Zfor

MA

cran2,0

It
How about this?
Stapler Savings on
Nara

Save up to ...

Select the sirs Super Plenamins or Super Plenamia
Junior yob prefer, ign th coupon and super says
the amount scheduled! It's a really big deal. So you
better hurry,
Selected for as by Nil. Football Lug...
How about that. too?

On America's Largest Selling Vitamins

Offer expires May 31, 1970

REXAuBREATH

(t"'I FRES11-

aluox
Red!

jgb

Oz.

Metered
Sloap

RG(4•LL RediSiox

SHAVE
CREAM
%U/8rmtrrthl
LJbWe
11.0

(cm-am-4)

BONU• BUY
BUY

&roll

GIFT WRAP

664
va/u9ble Coupon

•

fault

Bates Garnet

IS

41.

2g,

aates

1.

EMERY BOARD
cx-.::1-

Val Uable

t
I

is
it
a

sheath

Re9'

29

CO

on

UP

-

Tr ITN

vaIua1IeCo 41po 7

Regular.
Strips,*
a
op-kw y

LT

ROW
•

••

,
111111101.1•16411,

ROCA

Wide 9t

NPont NYLON

COMBS

RUN

I'

lhaPl!Ym

with ENVELOPES

24.6o0
TABLETS
pupfyr
•

MARKING STENO
PENS
Blac,k,Red,
Blue, Green

of ook

B600rK

Reg.43

; or. Super Plenania
pon and super save
ally big deal. So you

than league ...
, too?

25O

lZ33410

tiling Vitamins

tesli

Boutique

LIPSTICKS

g02.
;AI

4770

Reg.1.00

UWE

3o

XEUP
vcated

WAP

1111

°.

RUBBEIr•and BONUS BUY**

KavrHeek

FOUNTAIN

SYRINGE

-t
•1.11,14 4.1' 'eV/ ..1" 1'11 ;" 1

; 1"I • •

ARM
Reg.or Extra Hold
13.7oz.
Reg.2.2514
14

.1.1,1,i'l•I'i'l'I'1.1.: 11.

,,

,•; ;

;.

